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DISCLAIMER
Everything in this book has been put together from methods I have personally tested
and had success with. That said, there is NO GUARANTEE that you will get the same
results as me.
Instead, this is to give you the tools and tips that you need to succeed and the rest is
down to you!

Don't worry at all! I got your back, I’ll be teaching you real methods that really work.
so make sure to just TAKE ACTION on what you learn, and you should be totally fine.
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WHO AM I?

I'm Leon Angus! A UK based aspiring entrepreneur that builds Amazon niche sites to
generate online income that I earn from “passively”. At the time of creating this eBook, I've
been at this for just over 2 years, and in that time I've managed to build up my income to
over £3k per month online.
Whilst it's not all with Amazon, a good chunk of it is! And today I'm going to teach you
everything there is to know about Amazon affiliate marketing with niche sites and SEO.

MY PROMISE TO YOU!
I wanted to kick this off with a BIG PROMISE to you directly from me. Why? Because over
the last 2 years I've spent over £5k on courses trying to learn this stuff, to only keep
failing and starting again. It's honestly only because I'm a ruthless mother f**ker that I never
gave up and packed this whole thing in.
I want you to be the same too! So my promise to you is that “I will give you all the knowledge
and tools to become successful”, all I ask in return is that you take action. By doing so, I
promise you'll get results and finally stop watching countless youtube videos that don’t really
give you the full package.

IMPORTANT NOTE
This book has been created to put an end to the conversation on what the best ebook for
affiliate marketing is. By reading this, you will be 100% armed with everything you need to
become profitable with Amazon affiliate marketing.
If you find that this is true, then make sure to spread the word after reading and encourage
others to buy the book and get access to this gold mine too!
Ok let's get into the good stuff…
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HOW TO DEAL WITH AMAZON'S COMMISSION
RATE CHANGES
I know you're probably worried about Amazon's commission rate changes, but you shouldn't
be. I got your back homie!
I decided to do intense research and use my existing knowledge and experiences to put this
resource together.
That's why I put this page 1st lol! I know that it's probably the biggest thing you're thinking
about after purchasing this book.
NOTE: The methods below are for you to KEEP in most cases, the same. All you will need
to do is replace the links and products you promote, or make a few tweaks here and there.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!
Amazon products are higher converting which means that in order to compete with this.
You just find affiliate products that bring in a higher commission to compensate for the
lower conversion rate.
HOW TO DO THIS?
Keep a 20% minimum criteria for rates and try to find high as possible.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A SUITABLE REPLACEMENT
●
●

Make sure landing page looks good and fresh (needs to be high converting)
Make sure product is good if you can find out from reviews etc

METHODS: AMAZON PRODUCT REPLACEMENT
MAKE NOTES OF EACH PRODUCT + URL + COMMISSION RATE PAYOUT
PRO TIP: Readers are most likely to click the first or second product you recommend in a
Best buy review. Simply make sure that you use these NEW links as the first and second
products on the list. Then keep the rest as Amazon.

METHOD 1 - Competitor Research
❖ Swap out products no 1 and 2 on review articles for single product individual
affiliate product
How to find it?
➢ Google search the product to find competitors websites that are ranking for product
keyword (e.g. “best earpods 2020”)
➢ Go to those sites they link to in their reviews and sign up to the affiliate program

METHOD 2 - Cut the middleman & Go straight to the source
❖ Swap out products for single product affiliate programs from original vendors.
How to find it?
➢ Search products on amazon and find original vendors' brand name. Then search
the vendor official website to see if they have a program. Or Google “vendor
name + affiliate program” to find it. (video link)
➢ Sign up to their affiliate program

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE...
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METHOD 3 - ‘BEST’ Google Search
❖ Swap out products for other products in the same niche
How to find it?
➢ Google “best + (niche or product) + affiliate program” (Example ‘best earpods
affiliate program’)
➢ Sign up to their affiliate program (Make sure payout if 20% or above)

METHOD 4 - “The Daddy of all Marketplaces”
❖ Find a bunch of alternative products to swap out using an affiliate marketplace
How to find it?
➢ Go to OfferVault.com to find vendors for “almost” any product on the planet
➢ Search for products that you want to promote
➢ Check for a good high yielding payout (20% 0r more)
➢ Sign up to vendors affiliate program

METHOD 5 - Similar alternatives
In some niches, it makes sense to use Walmart or target.
➢ Check out Target or Walmart payouts for your niche (only works for some niches)
➢ Try other places such as Clickbank, CJ, MaxBounty, ShareASale, EBAY, cash
network, etc

TIPS
- Always make sure that payouts are 20% or more when doing any of these methods 1- 4
- Use these product replacements as no1 or no2 on articles comparing multiple products

8

GETTING STARTED
(how does affiliate marketing work?)
There's always the big question that comes up whenever someone asks how I make money
online. Sure, you can explain what it is and how much you make, but “how the money is
made” is the key part that everyone wants to know.
I'm not sure on what stage you're at in your affiliate marketing journey, so I’ll explain exactly
what Amazon affiliate marketing is, and how it works to cover all bases. However, if you
already know all this stuff, then skip forward to the next section of the book.

THE MECHANICS OF AFFILIATE MARKETING
The image you see on the left is a basic breakdown
of what affiliate marketing is.
To simplify things, I would instead recommend that
you think of this as “referral marketing”. Because
truly, that's all it is.
We are NEVER selling products nor are we housing
them on our websites. Instead, what we do as affiliates, is just simply refer people over to
products sold by 3rd party vendors and take a cut of the profits.
But why would companies pay us to promote their products? Simple! Every company wants
to make more money, right?
So if little old me or little old you can give them FREE customers and 0% advertising cost,
then why wouldn't they give up a cut of the profits. It's a no brainer decision!
That means we can sign up for their referral program and then promote their products to
make a commission. Amazon's associate program is where you would sign up to promote
Amazons products.
You get complete access to all of their products and you're also given a unique Account ID
number that is placed on the end of any product link you promote.
This means that anytime you choose a product from their store, your unique ID is placed in
the forward-slash part (permalink) of the link, so that Amazon can track who made the
referral.
Example (if your ID was 00001)
Product (Bucket on Amazon): https//www.amazon.com/bucket
Your link (Bucket link with your ID): https//www.amazon.com/bucket/00001
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As you can see from the example above, your unique ID number would be how Amazon
would know that you referred the customer to that product.
That way you are also the one who will make the referral commission for sale if of course the
customer actually went ahead and purchased the
product you referred to. Let's dig a little deeper
now!

TECH TERMS THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Did you hear about the epidemic with Facebook
and the states with people’s data being held etc?
Ok well, a lot of that stuff was focused around
something called a Cookie. Not the edible type
though lol.
COOKIE PERIODS
Cookies are the name for an information bank that is stored online and contains details such
as a computer's IP Address (address of your computer's location), and a few other things like
password and email.
The PROS of having this in place is that when you visit a website, again and again, your
details are auto-filled to help you log in faster and easier.
It also helps with advertisements being more tailored to exactly what you're interested in,
instead of seeing some random stuff that you just don't give a crap about for the 100th time
online.
Of course, some people see this as a CON, as they don't want their data being held online.
But that's not something we'll get into today. Instead, I'd like to share that this is a huge
upside for affiliates.
Why? Because Amazon has a 24HR Cookie period. That means, even if someone just clicks
our link, then goes back to Amazon within the 24 hour window. We’ll still get the sale!
Even if they DO NOT use our link again, we still get the sale, because it stores in the
‘cookie’ that we sent the customer. They just need to visit our site 1 time to trigger
this effect, so when you have thousands of people doing this, you can see how this
quickly becomes a lot of cash.
To prepare you for what's to come, here are a few affiliate marketing terms that you need to
know.
P.S Don’t get hung up on these terms as you'll naturally learn them over time.
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AFFILIATE LINK: A unique linking code.
It enables the advertiser and/or the
network to track any activity.
This code is embedded in a text or
graphic link which in turn identifies a
visitor as hailing from a specific affiliate
website when the graphic or text is
clicked on.
BACKLINK: Incoming links. This refers
to all the links on other websites that
actually refer to the website in question.
CLICK THROUGH RATE (CTR): A metric that measures the number of clicks advertisers
receive on their ads per the number of impressions (amount of times shown on a page in
front of readers).
KEYWORD: A specific word a user can type on a search engine so as to find documents
associated with that word.
LINK JUICE: It’s either the equity or the power passed to a website via links from either
internal or external sources. This power is interpreted as something of a vote
(recommendation) of a website.
OFF-PAGE SEO: Off-page optimization is about factors that have an effect on your site or
web page listing on organic search results.
ON-PAGE SEO: On-page optimization is about those factors that clearly have an effect on
your website or web page listing on organic search results. These factors are controlled by
you or by simply coding on your page.
OUTBOUND LINK: A link to a website out of your own website.
PERMALINK: The part that comes after the forward-slash in a website's address
NICHE: The process of targeting a specific market segment.
META: An HTML (text) element which describes the page you own to search engines.
PLUGINS: Applications that mount onto your website to add new features and functions.
That's all for now! Don’t worry if it all sounds a bit confusing, as we're gonna go over
this a thousand times throughout the book. By the time you leave, you'll know what
they all are and how they play a part in your affiliate marketing business.
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WHY DO AFFILIATES FAIL?
There are a few common ways that people fail with this method of making money online.
After doing countless coaching calls, I seem to have found that the same things are popping
up time and time again.
Those things are:
1. Going into a highly competitive niche
2. Not Using searchable Keywords
3. Bad website page optimization (on-page SEO)
4. Linking to crappy products with bad reviews
I'm sure there are a bunch of other reasons as to why people fail, but these are the most
common that I've personally witnessed.

FAILURE 1. GOING INTO A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE NICHE
Whilst there are exceptions to the rule, going into a highly competitive niche will surefire
prevent your business from ever lifting off the ground. To give you a few ideas as to what I
would class as too competitive for beginners, here's a few below:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Dating
Wealth (make money online)
Weight loss and fitness
Biking
Beauty
Tech

Look! That's not to say that you 100% cannot make it work in any of these niches, as
that would be utter bullsh*t. But it's more on the fact that you're not giving yourself the best
chance at winning with this stuff if you start off with a common niche like the ones listed.
I've personally seen people break those rules. But I'm not here to prove myself wrong,
instead, I'm here to keep a promise and that promise was to make you money.

FAILURE 2. NOT USING SEARCHABLE TITLES
As you can see from the image, every point that the
searcher goes through has the same information
throughout.
We can also see that the keyword is being searched ‘70
times per month’ which gives you an estimated amount of
traffic potential if you showed up on the 1st page of
Google.
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The mistake people make is NOT using a Keyword that they have previously researched as
the Title of their content. So that means there is NO way of a searcher finding you if they
type in a search to Google or youtube.
And when you're starting out, this is the absolute WORST thing you can do. Because you
could have the best piece of content in the world, but if it has a title that isn't being searched,
no one will ever find it.
I'll touch more on how to do titles later in the book…

FAILURE 3. BAD WEBSITE PAGE OPTIMISATION (ON-PAGE SEO)
So if you don't already know what on-page SEO is, then go back a few pages to see the full
answer on what it is. To sum it up for you here, it's the art of doing some fancy SEO stuff on
your website's page to increase the chance of its ranking.
What the heck is SEO stuff you ask? Well, it usually involved things like naming your
images, using outbound links to relevant sources, sizing and wording of headings, meta
descriptions (which is what shows up in Google results pages), and a few other bits like
keywords and internal links.
Either way, it's one of the areas that a lot of people go WRONG! And it's sort of a thing that
has no exact method or answer. Instead, you kind of figure out what works for your site and
niche as you continue to build and go along.
However! That's not to say that you can't follow a guideline for this, as you most certainly
can. And I'll be arming you with that knowledge throughout the rest of this handbook.
Just be sure that you pay specific attention to ON-PAGE SEO as it's a big area that can
cause your entire site to fail. Which is why I chose to bring it to light in this section. On to the
final failure next...

FAILURE 4. LINKING TO CRAPPY PRODUCTS WITH BAD REVIEWS
This is a typical example of what I see site owners
linking to and expecting to see a bunch of sales.
In most cases, if you're seeing the traffic and the
clicks on your site but NO earnings that reflect from
it. Then this is 90% going to be the source of the
problem.
You should make sure that you're not only linking to good reviewed products (ideally above
10 reviews with a 4* plus rating), but also linking to the best product that YOU would buy
yourself. And sometimes that's the cheaper option too, so don't just link based on price.
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WHAT TO EXPECT?
There's nothing worse than having an unrealistic outlook on just how long this is going to
take. Experts will promise you dreams in order to sell you on their new hot course on the
market, whilst others will just outright lie about what it takes to be successful.
I can tell you for free, that there's only 2 routes you can take and both aren't going to be
easy.
1. BIG BUDGET = Pay your way to success and speed up the time it takes
2. SMALL BUDGET = Put in a gruesome amount of blood sweat and tears, that will
also take you a long time to even make your first sale (in most cases).
With online marketing in general, you can either pay for time, which means you could
potentially invest into content writers, backlinks and tools to help you win faster.
Or if you have no cash, then you'll most definitely have to earn your way by putting in
countless hours and forcing success to happen for your business.
So what does this all mean? It means that if you have no cash, then this can take
anywhere from 3 to 6 months before you even see your 1st sale. And that's even if you
spend money on building your site up from the start.
Why? Because Google and any other search engine takes time to trust a brand new site
that has recently shown up in their search results. You may have even heard the term
“Google Sandbox” thrown around by others in the past too.
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WHAT IS GOOGLE SANDBOX?
Google’s sandbox is a term that is used to describe the time that Google takes to build up
trust about your site. Much like a child in the sandbox area, before you can trust them
enough to head out and play in the larger playground area.
When you start out with a brand new site, Google doesn't know what your site is about, if
you're going to stick around and whether you're even a credible source. So to figure that out,
the algorithm will test your site to see how users react to it.

HOW DOES GOOGLE TEST YOUR SITE?
With a brand new site, Google will test your content by placing specific pieces of your
content in the top 100 results to see how users perform to it. It's what we call “THE
GOOGLE DANCE” in SEO. Specifically because you'll see your site's rankings bounce up
and down over the course of weeks or in some cases months.
This is just so Google can test to see how long people read the content, if they click off, what
they click on, whether they research the term they used to find your site, and a bunch of
other stuff too.
These are all called “USER SIGNALS”, and they are used to measure the performance of a
particular blog post in order for search engines to rank your site accordingly.

COST BREAKDOWN FOR A BRAND NEW SEO SITE
All that being said, I bet you're thinking so how long is this going to take? And how much is it
going to cost me? Right. So, below I have listed out realistic expectations you can adopt for
building a site using the methods I teach in this book.

COST (essential tools)
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Domain Name (site name) = $10 - $20 (per year)
Hosting = $92 (per year)
Keyword Research Tool = $17 (per month)
Theme (optional) = $20 to $200 (One time cost)
Email Autoresponder = $10 (per month)

That's really about it! But if you really want to speed things up and get others to do the
hard work for you, then you're going to need a little more fuel.
NOTE: Even if you spend money, you're not going to really see a huge difference in the first
6 months of a site compared to any other site. Instead, you’ll most likely start to see changes
at around 6 months + where your site will skyrocket with the right methods in place.
SO ALL OF THE ABOVE COSTS PLUS:
➔ Content writers = $1700 (roughly 30 articles)
➔ Social shares = $500
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➔ Guest posts/backlinks = $2000 + (est 30 backlinks)

AVERAGE EXPECTATIONS FOR A WEBSITES PERFORMANCE
So that's what you can expect for how much this is all going to cost. But what about the
average numbers you can expect for a site's traffic, clicks and conversions?
NOTE: Bear in mind that these are just estimates, and your site may under or over-perform
in comparison to the numbers I share. This is just to give you a ballpark figure!
MONTH

TRAFFIC (visitors per
month)

EARNINGS

1

0

$0

2

0

$0

3

5

$0

4

15

$0

5

55

$0

6

100

$5

7

150

$10

8

200

$15

9

500

$40

10

1000+

$80

11

2000+

$110

12

3000+

$150

As you can see from the chart above, you may not even see any cash for the first 6 months.
Sure some people get lucky, and do things right from the get-go. But for the majority of us,
you'll probably see that your site will take at least 3 to 6 months before you see any cash.
NEVER GIVE UP!
The no1 problem that causes people to fail in just about
anything is simply because they give up. There are only 2
things that can happen when you try!
You either SUCCEED or you LEARN, it's that simple.
Nothing more, nothing less…
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That means if you see $5 pop in your account, in just another 6 months that could turn into
$500. Just keep going!

WHATS A GOOD CONVERSION RATE?
Conversion rate is a metric that's used to measure how many people view something to how
many click, or how many people click to how many purchase, or how many people. I'm
sure you get the point.
In SEO, it's a super important metric to pay attention to, as it tells you an average metric that
you can use to forecast targets for your website's earnings and traffic. To give you an idea
on a few of the metrics, I've listed out some average conversions from my own sites that you
can use to gauge your own efforts later on.

AVERAGE CONVERSION RATES
Your website
Click-Through Rate (Content to Affiliate link click): 10%
Click-Through Rate (Google to website): 2%
On Amazon
Clicks to Purchase: 20%
Check out this conversion rate calculator to see your website's traffic to affiliate link
conversion rate here. All you need to do is punch in your total website visitors from a given
time period (check Google analytics report), then punch in your total clicks to amazon links
for the same time period (Amazon associates dashboard).
Don't worry if you don't know how to gather that info yet, as we’ll touch more on it later. For
now, let's continue onto the next section where I discuss the PROS and CONS to Amazon
affiliate marketing.

PROS & CONS TO AMAZON AFFILIATE
I'm sure you've heard some people say that it's not worth your time with Amazon associates.
Well, I can tell you for free that they're WRONG! To give you a perspective of how big you
can take this stuff, there's an Amazon site (wirecutter.com) that recently sold for $30 Million.
PROS
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Super HIGH conversion rates (customers TRUST Amazon already)
Thousands of products to promote
Immediate approval for affiliate program
Long term Trustworthy company that will pay you on time every time!
24 Hour cookie period (you earn anything for 24 hours after they clicked your link)
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CONS
➔ No Paypal payout (you can only get paid directly into a government bank acc)
➔ Low affiliate commissions (average commission earned is 3% on Amazon)
So, based on the information listed above, you can see that Amazon has far more pros than
cons. But in order for you to make a substantial amount of income, you'll, in turn, have to
drive a lot of visitors to your website.
On the flip side, you'll find that Amazon products convert visitors to buyers at a far higher
percentage than any other affiliate program on the internet. That means, even if you're not
the best of writers, you'll probably still have a great chance at making a full-time income with
Amazon.

THE GOAL HERE
Due to Amazon paying out such low commissions on sales that you drive. Your goal should
be to get as much (highly targeted) traffic to your site as possible, so you can, in turn, make
a high volume of sales.
This doesn't mean that you can't promote other affiliate products on the site too, as you
totally CAN! Your focus should be more on making a good helpful website on a given topic
or problem as opposed to promoting specific products from specific networks.

EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL AFFILIATE SITES
There are TONS and TONS of Amazon sites that are what you would class as successful on
the internet. It's safe to say that an extra $1,000 per month is a nice additional income to
just about anybody's income. And whilst that's a great figure, it certainly isn't where some
others have stopped when building these sites.
The great part is that you NEVER have to stop building your site. You can just keep going
and going till you run out of ideas or topics to write about (which you never will with the
methods I'm going to teach you).
To give you a perspective, check the sites below that all make over $4,000 per month.
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

https://knifeup.com/
https://petlifetoday.com/
https://www.makingsenseofcents.com/ ($100k+ /pm website)
https://knithacker.com/
https://www.healthambition.com/
https://www.labradortraininghq.com/

And that's just a handful from the number of successful sites online...
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The idea here is to see what's working and then model a website's success. This does NOT
mean copy their site in any way, but instead, you could use things like the same:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Theme
Email Optin or service
Fonts
Style (logo)
Colour scheme
Product promotions
Content schedule
Formatting of content

The list goes on… One thing that's guaranteed is that by seeing what's already working and
combining it with what you'll learn in this book. You'll definitely cut your path to success,
significantly down.

HOW TO PICK A PROFITABLE NICHE
Right of the bat! I'll tell you that any niche can be profitable providing that you understand
what it will take to make it successful. Whilst that's a super vague answer, it's 100% TRUE!
Far too often you'll find that people say this niche is more profitable than another and so on.
Yes, that's true also to a certain extent, but I’m positive you can make just about anything
work with the right approach.
That being said, there are a few niches that are far more beginner-friendly than others. So to
save you the hard work, I've included a downloadable list below.
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>> CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD A LIST OF THE MOST PROFITABLE AMAZON NICHES <<

PRODUCT REVIEW SITES VS HOBBIES/TOPICAL BLOG SITES
Instead of boring you with detailed descriptions. Take a look at the examples below to see if
you recognise the difference between the two types of sites in the images.
PRODUCT REVIEW SITE EXAMPLE

TOPICAL BLOG SITE EXAMPLE

As you can see the site on the left is totally focused on getting your money and reviewing a
product (which is not always a bad thing). Whilst the site on the right is more focused around
giving you valuable information and potentially recommending products and services that
may help you solve a particular problem.
To be brutally honest, I have NEVER heard of an expert or guru speaking on this before!
And the shocking part is that this can be the deciding factor on what kind of money the entire
project will cost. It also affects the approach you would take towards keyword research,
backlinks, layout and content.
It's probably the MOST VITAL part of your site's success at the start. But no one talks about
it.
Let me explain why…
Here's a chart that breaks down differences between each type of niche site.
REVIEW STYLE WEBSITE
-

TOPICAL BLOG STYLE SITE

Product focused
Cookie-cutter style
Super competitive
Buyer keywords (best, review, vs,
top 10, how-to)
Needs tons of Backlinks
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-

Valuable and helpful content
focused
Blogger article style
Can target super low competition
keywords
Focused on Informational keywords

-

Super high buyer intent
Super highly converting
Makes a HUGE amount of money
for the amount of traffic site gets
Uses a LOGO and brand instead of
a person behind the blog
Super targeted at getting reader to
click links and buy
Written in 3rd person (we, they, us)

-

-

mostly
Doesn’t need a lot of backlinks to
rank (depending on quality
content and keywords)
Usually a never-ending publishing
schedule (just keep building site)
Topics are relevant forever (in most
cases)
Has an author behind the blog
Highly relatable person in content
Written in 1st person (I, YOU)

CAN YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE?
It’s honestly shocking that people don’t share this about affiliate sites. I've found that MOST
experts know this, but they don't put enough weight on it for a beginner. So people go in
NOT knowing this and mix these 2 approaches, which in turn, leaves your site not getting
traffic, or not converting as well as it should.
Let's dig a little deeper!
If we take a look at the keyword research strategy for a REVIEW site, it looks something like
this:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Best (product) for xxx
Top 10 (product) for xxx in 20xx
How to xxx for xxx
(product) Review
(product) vs (product)

You see, it's all what we call BUYER intent focused. Which means, behind each of the
keywords that an article is written for, is a buyer ready to make a purchase. I'll explain more
about that later.
On the flip side, if we take a look at the kind of keywords you would target on a genuine blog
site, they look a little more like this:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Where can you xxx
16 ways to xxx
General term xxx (e.g carp fishing)
Xxx in summer

You get the point! This isn't to say that the BLOG style site shouldn’t target buyer keywords.
As you would still do that too! But the BIG difference in the 2 types of sites here, is the fact
that one site is based on a PRODUCT or SPECIFIC PROBLEM, and the other site is based
on a HOBBY or INTEREST.
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The idea here is to know exactly what type of approach you are going to take. For example,
if you were to build a site around Fishing rods, you would take a completely different
approach to if you were building a site based on carp fishing.

DO YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE NOW?
And at the same time, for the review type site you would
need a whole bunch of backlinks to outrank competitors
on those difficult keywords.
Why? Because they will all be targeting the exact same
buyer intent keywords. So, before your site even gets a
chance to get off the ground and build trust with search engines. It's already up against a
bunch of competitors.
That's why I NEVER recommend this method for a beginner. Whilst it's highly possible to do,
I do NOT think it's a beginner-friendly approach. Instead I would recommend you go with the
blog style approach unless you're absolutely sure you have a big budget and will be
committed to learning the “technical” side of SEO.

STARTING WITH END IN MIND
In order to get off to the right start, you must thoroughly understand this concept when it
comes to affiliate websites. Why? Because, your end goal will completely change the course
and direction of the site based on how you wish to exit, monetise and build your long term
income.
A few examples of things that could change the course of your initial approach are:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Niche selection
Exit strategy
Ways of monetisation
Your willingness to work on this long term
How much time you have to invest (personal circumstance)

Ok! The list is short but not that short lol. However, I need you to understand each of these
topics thoroughly before we move on.
In order to do so, I’ll take each of the bullets in a little more detail...

NICHE SELECTION
Let me give you an easy example here…. If you were to select a niche like ‘golden retriever
dogs’, you wouldn't really monetise it with memberships or consulting (in most cases).
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Instead, a niche about making money online or based around helping others to achieve the
desired goal would be the kind of thing that you would apply the membership or consulting
method too.
The reason this would change your whole sites approach is that you would have to have a
certain:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Theme for this niche
Applications to manage membership accounts
You would not put adverts on a membership site
This kind of site could be in 1st or 3rd person and super professional looking

There are many other things that would be different too, but these are just a few of the most
obvious ones.
Which means that after choosing a niche, you should map out different ways of monetising
the site that will best ‘make sense’ for the niche and your readers.
Questions such as “what's the best way to help these people or solve this problem” is
the best way to figure this out. And if you have no clue, DON'T WORRY! As I'll touch more
on this later.

EXIT STRATEGY
If you decide that you want to sell the site down the road, then you probably don't want to
use your own personal Author bio as the focus of the site. That's not to say that you wouldn't
have yourself as the author, as you totally could.
Instead, It would mean that the focus of your site would be around your brand and logo over
the person behind it. That way if you ever sold it, the site would still make sense to the
readers in the new owner’s control.
The other thing is that if you are looking to just sell down the road, then you might want to
use an Amazon account with a NEW EMAIL specifically assigned to your website.
Far too often, I've seen people left scratching their heads, as they have multiple sites all
using their personal email and amazon account. Yes, you could still change it all around, but
it would take you a lifetime to do.

WAYS OF MONETISATION
Depending on how you intend to make money with your website will totally change the
approach you will need to take in building it.
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If you wanted to make it super hands-off and passive income, then you would choose to go
for the affiliate model. If you want to build a brand and a following around a particular
passion you have, then you may choose the digital info product and membership style site.
NOTE: This sometimes means that you would not promote amazon products on certain
types of sites.
For example, if you wanted to learn all about affiliate marketing, and came to my site, that's
all about learning how to make money online. Would you really appreciate me trying to get
you to click an amazon link?
Furthermore, that kind of site probably wouldn't even have the kind of readers that would
want to buy amazon stuff. You have to understand this ‘thoroughly’ in order to start your
business in the right way.
HOW COMMITTED ARE YOU TO THIS?
Depending on what your plan is long term, will totally
make a difference in the approach you should take
with starting your business.
Do you want to be sitting on a beach somewhere
with no job, and no desire to ever work again?
Then you would probably want to go for the approach of building a complete hands-off
passive income style portfolio of websites.
That means you'll have NO YouTube, NO Instagram (with your face), and NO real
loyalties to your subscribers. It would just be a business that works by itself and requires no
real specialist knowledge to keep it going.
Of course, this approach would then limit you to certain topics and niches that you could
write about. But hey! If it gets you sitting on a beach relaxing, then it’s ticking all the boxes
you need checked.

I would recommend that if you want to take this approach, you build a PORTFOLIO and then
invest into long term low return safe investments to hedge your bets.
Not to say that niche sites are not safe too! But the natural risk of this business is higher than
real estate or index funds.

HOW MUCH TIME YOU HAVE TO INVEST?
If you're looking to put in just 3 or 4 hours per week to get started, then you're best off
building a site that has no loyalties to your readers.
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In most cases, the affiliate review style website works perfectly for this type of plan, as it ties
you down to deliver to NO ONE! ...and allows you to pump out a new piece of content on a
much lighter scale.
You see! If you have a big family and a full-time job, then you might not have the same time
available as a single person with no commitments. Because of that, you'll need to identify the
best possible route for you to take in order to accommodate your lifestyle and make you
some good money in the process.

SEASONAL VS EVERGREEN NICHES
Some niches will perform well all year round, whilst others will be tailored to specific seasons
only. For example, if you were to make a site focused around snow blowers, then I doubt
that July and August would be your best months.
On the flip side, if you were to make a site on water guns, then winter months would be the
worst time for you to promote products. So what niches are best to get into for beginners?
I would recommend that when starting out you get into what I call an “all year round” niche.
These are niches that will make you money “consistently” month in and month out.
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But how do you identify what niches will do this? Unfortunately, there is no exact way to
know. So, I would encourage you to use a little common sense in this scenario, and figure
out what you ‘think’ would work all year round.
Here's a list of a few to get your brain ticking:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Home security
Personal finance
Pets
Languages
Weight loss (super competitive)
Music
Renewable energy
Subscription boxes
Skincare
Food

You get the idea! There's no excuse, as there literally tons of niches that you can get into,
and they're all profitable if paired with the right methods of monetisation.

FADS VS EVERGREEN NICHES
This is another area that also catches newbies out! But, you’re probably thinking, what the
heck is a FAD?
Here's the definition I found on Google.

It's simply a niche that comes and then goes as fast as it came (a short lived trend). It's
usually where all the buzz and the hype is at too. Sure, you can make a ton of cash with
these kinds of niches, but you'll need to understand that they are short-lived and not long
term.
A few examples of some recent fads are:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Fidget spinners
Ice bucket challenge
Pokemon
Tamagotchis
Jungle Run (the iPhone game)
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The list goes on! I'm sure that would have triggered some more thoughts as to what fads
have come and gone that you are familiar with too.
The short and simple to this is...STAY AWAY FROM FADS! I don't teach that method, and I
wouldn’t recommend it for a beginner to get started with.
Instead, I'd like you to focus on a long term business model that will make you money for
years to come.

EVERGREEN NICHES
On the other side of the fence is what I like to call “evergreen niches”. These are niches
that will usually make money year in and year out.
You can still get some niches that are evergreen and seasonal (which I do not recommend
you get into), or there are some that are evergreen and “all year round”.
That's the type of niche I would recommend you get into. Just be sure to narrow them down
after you choose one, as they tend to be super broad niches that can be highly competitive.
Here are a few examples of some evergreen niches:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Weight loss (highly competitive)
Beauty
Food
Education
Wealth
Mental health

Plus many more! I'm sure you can clearly see that these niches are super broad and super
common day to day problems that we all experience.
So, in order to get into any of the above niches, I would suggest that you choose one, and
then “get specific” solving one particular problem within that niche.
Then once you've conquered that, you can then move onto bigger and harder areas of the
niche.
That wraps it up for niche selection. If you haven't already, then check out my list of 184
most profitable SEO niches below:
>> CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD A LIST OF THE MOST PROFITABLE AMAZON NICHES <<

Next, we'll go through small niche sites vs big authority sites. What are they? And which one
is best for you to get into?
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NICHE SITE VS AUTHORITY SITE VS HYBRID SITES
If you haven't already heard these terms, then at some point you most definitely will hear
them throughout your journey of building a niche site.
Firstly, I'd like to tell you that these terms are 100% SUBJECTIVE, which means that one
person or “expert” might tell you that a site is ‘one way’, and another may give you the
complete opposite answer.
And that's also the case for how a bunch of things are determined in this industry too.
Unfortunate? maybe, but you'll just have to learn them over time to be able to break them
down and identify them in every possible way.
To confuse things even more! I've thrown in hybrid sites too. But don't worry as I'll explain it
all in a short and brief answer! That way, it will be a little easier for you to know what kind
of site you'd like to begin with.

NICHE SITES
These are sites focused around a specific section or area of an industry or topic. The benefit
of doing this is that you can focus on specific problems that big businesses can’t. It also
allows you to get into highly competitive spaces and dominate a small piece of the pie.
Average size for a niche site = 30 - 50 pages (but there's no cap if you want to go bigger).
EXAMPLES
➔ Golden retrievers (instead of a site on dogs)
➔ Home recording (instead of music)
➔ Affiliate marketing (instead of make money online niche)
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AUTHORITY SITES
These are sites that are focused on the whole industry and usually go for ‘broad’ topics that
are just about anything to do with a particular industry. A site like this will require A LOT of
time and investment to get off the ground, but will have a bigger upside in the long term than
a niche site in most cases.
This is where you are trying to establish your business as an authority in space, and there is
NO stone that you leave unturned. Every topic, and every keyword is near enough
something that you'll target, as you are trying to be seen as the best on the planet.
A site like this will usually require a big social presence (YouTube, Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter), and will require the site owner to have a strong relationship with readers.
EXAMPLES
➔ Photography
➔ Cycling (super competitive)
➔ Investing and saving
The main difference here is that you would go for an entire industry instead of focusing on
just one specific area. Although, this does NOT mean that you couldn't be an authority in a
specific niche. As you totally could do that too!
Average size for an authority site = 100+
(you must consistently work add new content regularly for a site like this, as this type
of model is NOT passive)

HYBRID SITES
Last but not least are hybrid sites! This type of site is simply a site that is monetised with
multiple types of affiliate products. For most niche sites, you'll find that one specific method
for affiliate products is used, where others may use multiple.
A few benefits to doing this include:
1. You are learning to sell products in any way possible (which is a super valuable skill)
2. You expand the chances of making more money (higher commissions with other
networks)
A common way that site owners will build a hybrid site would be to monetise with Clickbank
products. If you don't know Clickbank, it's just another marketplace like amazon that pays
you to promote digital products.
The benefit of using them is that you get WAY higher payouts for selling a product
(sometimes 80%+), but the downside is that they're much harder to sell.
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This is because, in a scenario of where you're recommending a Clickbank product, you are
trying to make a cold sell. The reader would have probably never heard of the product
before, nor do they know or trust Clickbank.
So, to sell a product like this, you would need great Copywriting and a more advanced
method that I cannot teach here.
NOTE: I also have a ClickBank Book (coming soon) that focuses on monetising with
Clickbank products or integrating them with your Amazon site. To buy this book, check it
out on my website here.
It doesn't have to stop there, as with a hybrid site, you can monetize with just about any
particular product that can help your readers.
The best part about this is that you DON'T have to start off with monetizing a site in this way.
It's totally cool to build a site JUST on Amazon to start out, and then LATER add in a bunch
of products from other vendors down the road. It's totally up to you!
This is also a benefit of building your own business, as YOU call the shots, and YOU choose
however you want to do things.

9 UNIQUE WAYS TO MONETISE AN NICHE
WEBSITE
I could sit here and bore you with a bunch of pointless information on ways to monetise an
affiliate site. However, I thought I'd save you the time and patience by putting them into a
quick list that you can check out instead.
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So on the next page, I did just that!
LIST OF WAYS TO MONETISE A WEBSITE:
-

Memberships
Info products (digital ebooks, courses etc)
Digital tools (software and tech)
Advertising
Affiliate products
Lead generation (selling data such as email or contact information)
Amazon / Physical products
Done for You packages [DFY] (Selling a business in a box)
Consulting
Selling your Pixel data (not sure how GDPR compliant this is)

That's it! There are probably a few more ways to monetise a site, but these are the main
ones that I'm personally familiar with. Remember whatI've already mentioned in this book
several times, there is NO “one way” to do anything.
Instead, all I do is provide you with the FRAMEWORK and TOOLS to succeed. Then how
you apply them is totally up to YOU! So, don't think that you absolutely MUST stick to
everything I say, as it's just a guideline to give you a baseline understanding to work with.

UNDERSTANDING SEO
For this part, I'm gonna need to take a big sip on my coffee, as we might be here for a while.
In order to understand SEO, you must first understand Google's algorithm and how it
operates.
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If you don't know what an algorithm is, well it's just like a brain of a human body. It simply
orders and retracts every single move that the platform makes, much like a brain operates
the body.

WHY DO YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND THIS?
Because without understanding this, you will not know how to use it to your advantage. Nor
will you know where you are going WRIGHT or going WRONG! So you NEED to understand
this thoroughly, in order to succeed with SEO.

WHAT IS SEO?
SEO is the short term that stands for “Search Engine Optimization”.
It stands for the process of bringing a piece of content to the top of a search engine results
page, to in turn, receive visitors (traffic) to your web page or site.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
When someone typically searches on Google, Yahoo, Youtube
or any other search engine. The platform's “algorithm” will then
head out to find the piece of content that BEST answers the
users search query.
Where does SEO come in?… SEO comes in because for a
search engine to determine which piece of content is BEST to
serve, and will BEST solve the problem the searcher has. It has
to filter through millions of data assets to determine WHAT piece
of content is BEST to serve up.
That's why you see almost 10 results on page 1 of Google or Youtube. It’s because the
search engine is giving you the answer in order of what is believed to be BEST to WORST.
The only problem is that everyone CAN’T be in the top 10. Even if they all have the best
answer to the search query. That's where SEO comes in.

THE GOOGLE SPIDER EXPLAINED
Google and any other content platform are simply a big
LIBRARY! And in a library, you would find a bunch of
shelves that are carefully placed into sections containing
BOOKS from different genres.
Well, that's exactly how search engines work! (on a basic
level). But, instead of a library, it has an INDEX. And
instead of BOOKS, it contains CONTENT a.k.a WEB
PAGES.
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But, because it doesn't have a nice librarian to find things. It instead uses a robot, also
known as it’s Algorithm. The algorithm searches through the index to find content that's
suitable to serve up much like a SPIDER crawls its web.
But, how the algorithm knows where to crawl is then determined by something called LINKS
or in SEO terms BACKLINKS!
As you can see in the image to the left, there is a
spider (the algorithm) that crawls the webs index to find
the BEST piece of content to serve up.
But the only way for the Spider to understand what
piece of content is most RELEVANT to crawl is
through internal and external links, wording and overall
authority.

BACKLINKS EXPLAINED
Backlinks are links that point from one page to another. They are usually identified with a
“blue hyperlink” to let the reader know that it's a LINK that leads to another webpage.
But, it doesn't stop there, as they are also used to determine the level of AUTHORITY a
webpage has. This is factored in by the number of RELEVANT links that the web page
receives. Which can be in the form of ‘internal’ or ‘external’ links.
But, it's not just as simple as getting a bunch of sites to link to you, as the algorithm will take
many factors into account to determine how they will affect your page.
Which means that you can’t just head out and get a bunch of relevant, high authority
backlinks to a web page and show up at the top. Why?
Because Google's algorithm is smart enough to know that a bunch of links turning up
sporadically to a web page from a new site is fraudulent. Again, there are many factors used
to determine this such as:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Quality of content (whether your content even answers the query)
Average link velocity (average
User experience (on webpage) - (How previous users behaved on your webpage)
Domain authority (overall authority of your website)
Age (how long your site has been around and whether it can be trusted)

And a few more metrics that are not needed to explain here.
If you’re wanting to know all of the “ranking factors'' that are used by google's search
engine to determine where a site should be ranked, then CLICK HERE TO SEE ALL (200
ranking factors).
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So, how do you know WHAT links to use from which websites, and how many are ok
enough to get your site ranked at the top, WITHOUT looking fraudulent to search engines?
I'll be explaining all of that for you in the second half of this book! For now, I just want you
to understand how everything works.
Then the second half of the book will go into detail about the methods and tactics you'll need
to deploy to put this all together.
NOTE: For a comprehensive understanding of Backlinks for SEO and how to apply them,
then check out my resource specifically for backlinks here.
You may notice that when you start a new site, the ranking positions tend to jump ‘up and
down’ around and around. It will panic you, but it's totally normal. It's called....

THE GOOGLE DANCE
The ‘Google dance’ is an SEO term used to describe
the movement that happens to a NEW websites web
page after publishing.
It works by testing your site with different positions in the
search engine results pages, to gather data and
determine where the web page belongs.
So where does the dance part come in?
LOL! Well, the dance part comes in at the part where the search engine is in the testing
phase. Throughout this period, if you were to LOOK at the “data/charts” for the position of
your site's web pages. They will all seem to ‘dance’ up and down.
If you checked them on a day to day basis, you would see them go from positions 57 to 98,
98 to 17, 17 to 34 so on and so forth.
Of course, this is just an EXAMPLE! But it clearly explains what it does!
Here's an example of a website that was experiencing the Google dance back in 2019.

Do you see how it moves
up and down?
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It's funny, because with most beginners when they see their results looking like this. The first
thing they do is PANIC!

😉

Of course, you WON'T be doing that, will you? As you're one of the fortunate ones that have
got hold of my teachings and have been fully pre-warned on what to expect 

.

PAGE & DOMAIN RANK
In order for search engines to understand the level of authority your site has, there is a
metric that is used as a measure called DA or PA. Which in layman terms mean ‘domain
rank’ or ‘page rank’.
Just like everything else in SEO, there are a bunch of different factors that go into
determining a page or domains ‘rank’.
A few of the most common are:
➔ Level of authoritative backlinks pointing to your website
➔ Frequency of publishing (content)
➔ User experience
Plus a bunch of other stuff! Again, if I were to explain it all in this book, we would be here all
day. Instead, I would encourage you to read the full complete guide here.
HOW CAN ‘YOU’ USE MAKE USE OF THIS?
To use this to your benefit, all you have to do is simply check the Domain rank and page
rank of your site against a competitor to see if you beat them.
DA and PA were created by a company called Moz. They use the metric on a score from
100 to 0 and determine 100 to be the highest. It's mainly focused on the backlink profile of a
website and is NOT a metric officially used by Google.
So, if Google does not use it, then why are we? Well, that's because, although it's a metric
created by a 3rd party company. It gives us a good (but not perfect) understanding of
whether we can outperform a competitor in the search results.
If this is getting a little confusing, then “don't worry”, because as I mentioned earlier, in the
second half of this book I’ll be going through all of this in detail.
NOTE: For a comprehensive understanding of SEO and how it all works, then check out my
resource specifically for SEO here.
That said, how do you go about using all of this to actually “do the right thing”, and rank a
website in a way that search engines want you to? The next section will dig right into it!
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HOW DO YOU PLEASE SEARCH ENGINES?
Whilst I do not expect you to illustrate the image on the
right. There are certainly a few ways that you can do as
the search would like you to WITHOUT having to go the
extra mile.
By paying attention to a few key metrics, you will be 80%
of the way there!
The rest of it is just icing on the cake….OK! So what are
these key metrics you ask? Let's get into it!

MOST IMPORTANT KEY METRICS TO RANK ON GOOGLE:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Good Keyword Research: Choosing the right keywords to write about
High-quality content: (giving exact answer searcher needs to solve the problem)
User experience: (nice theme, layout, formatting, images and videos in content)
Speed of website: (I'll show you how to check and improve this later)
On-page SEO: Optimizing your web pages content for SEO)
Backlinks: (gaining relevant, authoritative links from other sites to your content)

You can complicate this all you want! But I can tell you for FREE that it will get you
NOWHERE!
Instead, you'll find that most of the people that succeed with this type of business focus on
the simple things. And do those simple things SUPER well in order to rank.
All the fancy SEO stuff is great, but it only makes up the additional 20% and is NOT what
you need to focus on when starting.
I'll give you an example to drive this point home.
EXAMPLE
Say you wanted to lose a ton of weight by next summer…
The most important things you can do is:
1. Eat healthy (fewer carbs and sugar etc) with a good size portion
2. Exercise 2 to 3 times per week
3. Have good rest (sleep etc)
That's it! We ALL know it's that simple, but we tend to over complicate it with a bunch of keto
diets, fitness shakes, and reverse handle grip barbell presses, lol.
If you just stick to the basics, you'll get the results. All the rest of it just makes up the
remaining 20%. But it's the “80 percenters” that WIN every time!
Now that you understand SEO, let's move onto how you SHOULD approach it...
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PHASES OF A WEBSITE
Just like man humans have evolved over time, there is also an evolutionary process that
takes place with a website. For example, with a brand new site, you will notice that you'll
show up on almost NONE of the first pages for at least 3 months or more, your content will
be terribly written (if you're anything like me), and probably see 0 readers in the analytics.
Why?
Because when you start out, you’re just another new kid on the block! Google sees it every
day! It's only through time and effort that you can earn the respect of the search engines, of
where Google will finally give you a shot at the big time.
Or in SEO language “a chance on page 1”.
Because of this, I worked tirelessly on figuring out a method that will work every time. That
way you can move up the ranks A LOT faster than you would without my knowledge and
guidance.
Ok! By now, you should know that I like to do things the simple way... So I break a site's life
cycle into just 3 simple steps.
1. Building phase
2. Testing phase
3. Authority Mode

1. BUILDING PHASE
This is the 1st phase of your website. In most cases, you will NOT
know what you are doing here, but I would encourage you to focus
on following this guideline (once your site is set up).
➔ 30 pieces of content (on specific niche EASY keywords)
➔ Good interlinking (linking relevant posts to another
internally)
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➔ Relevant OUTBOUND links (link from content to relevant external sources on the
internet)
➔ Creating Social Media Accounts (linking them to website) +10 YT videos
➔ Pillow backlinks (follow the backlink blueprint page 104)
NOTE: In this stage, your site will probably show up for 0 search terms in the top 100 results.
This can usually last up to 6 months.

2. TESTING PHASE
This is the stage where your site starts to GIVE you DATA.
Your job as the examiner is to analyze that data and make your
move accordingly.
For example, if you went to the doctors and said you had back
pain, the doctor would push different areas of your back to see
which areas are in pain.

the rest of the meeting.

Wherever the pain is found, it would be THE area of ‘focus’ for

It's no different for SEO or business at that! You are always just reading that data, and then
making the moves accordingly.
The simple concept of this is to DO MORE OF WHAT WORKS and do less or none of what
doesn't work.
How do you know when a site is in PHASE 2?
➔ You will START to show up in the top 100 results for search terms
➔ You would have exhausted everything in phase 1
➔ Usually 3 to 6 months in
Here are a few things to pay attention to, then DO in phase 2.
Analysis
➔ What pieces of content best performed - (check rankings) what topics were this
content about and can you write more content around this area?
➔ Backlinks - What links moved your web pages up the ranks?
Actions
➔ Start getting some Guest posts (optional) - buy them or earn them (104)
➔ Build a few link Insertions (follow the backlink blueprint page 104)
➔ Add more content - 15 - 30 pieces (medium difficulty keywords) - recommended
➔ Publish at least 20 YouTube videos (optional but recommended)
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If you're unsure on how many links you can send to your site e.g. guest posts etc. Then
here's a quick chart to help you understand a legitimate link velocity to follow.
VISITORS

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

1,000

2

10

5,000

10

50

10,000

20

100

50,000

100

400

100,000

200

800

The number of links you should build is governed by the amount of traffic you have. To get a
more SPECIFIC idea as to how many links you can build.
Then check out what your competitors are using the link explorer tool from Moz.
REMEMBER: Whilst backlinks are essential to a sites success, they are NOT something that
you must actively build. There are ways to ATTRACT them naturally WITHOUT active link
building.
If that's the approach that you'd like to take, then I'll show you how to do that too later!

3. AUTHORITY MODE
This is when your site is in beast mode and you can really
start playing around with some fun stuff.
HOW TO KNOW WHEN A SITE IN AUTHORITY MODE
- New pieces of content will RANK right away (in just hours
sometimes)
- Big traffic - 10,000 visitors per month plus!
This a clear indication that your site is STRONG and in
AUTHORITY MODE. You can start to have fun in this area and really scale up for big traffic
and big revenues.
Analysis
➔ What are your best-performing topics
➔ Are you getting a good amount of buyers in comparison to traffic?
Actions
➔ Start split testing content & strategies
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➔ Reverse engineer competitor keywords and target their BEST performing
keywords
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Target bigger and broader keywords in the niche
Invest into writers to write content (you just edit and then post it)
Start testing other products (if you want a hybrid site)
Publish at least 50+ videos on YT (optional)
Buy some super STRONG editorial backlinks to retain authority (I'll show you
how after)

You can even try things like signing up to Ezoic ADS (need at least 10k visits/pm for this) for
premium advertisers to promote their services on your site too.
Just start playing around and testing some new fun stuff here to find new ways of making
money.

IDEAL TRAFFIC SOURCES
In order to get a high amount of people to purchase the products that you recommend on
your site, you'll need to find them in the right places.
To cut this straight to the point, you can use any traffic source that you feel will work well
for your niche. To give you a clear answer, a few of the best I find for niche sites are:
➔ Google Search
➔ Youtube
➔ Pinterest
I personally would stick to the first 2 and that's it to start out. Then once you have all engines
firing, then and then only! Would I move onto another traffic source?
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WHAT THE HECK IS A TRAFFIC SOURCE?
The term ‘traffic source’ is what's used to describe when directing people on the internet
from a particular source to your web page or site.
OK! So that's all the THEORY stuff done! Give yourself a pat on the back for even
making it this far already. Now it's time to move into the nitty-gritty stuff. I call it the
actionable phase of the book.
That's not to say that I won't include any more theory (cause there's still tons and it
helps you to understand things thoroughly). It's just that if I do, it will be alongside
some actionable steps.
Are you ready? Who am I kidding, of course you are!

CREATING YOUR BUSINESS NAME
I’ll tell you right now from seeing tons of people get stuck right here at this point. DO NOT
sweat the small stuff!
That means, you don't need the perfect business name.
Instead, I simply use some common knowledge to find a name that works well and will still
be suitable for use in the future (when the site grows etc).

DON'T NICHE DOWN TOO MUCH ON THE NAME
The reason I focus on the long term for choosing a site name, is because when you start out
it's ok to have a super-specific name like e.g. “bestofficechairs.com”, but what about when
you've written everything about that topic?
You might need to move onto other types of chairs that you now can't because your name is
not relevant to it. Or what about if you come to sell the site and the investor can’t see
opportunity because you've niched down too much.
Remember, in order for someone to buy your site, they have to see a potential opportunity in
it. Which means one of two things, Either you're doing a bad job on the site and they feel
they can bring it up to scratch.
Or they see an opportunity for growth and believe that your site has more potential than
where it's currently at. And in that scenario, you'll need a name that is broad enough to
expand the topics and content within.
Ok, with that all being said, the two things I go for in a name are:
-

Must relate to the industry I’m in and clearly communicate that to readers
Must be broad enough to later expand into other areas if I need to
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NOTE: I WOULD NEVER RECOMMEND TO NAME A SITE BASED ON A PRODUCT.
NEVER!!!
Instead, I'd recommend that you name your site based on a verb or a topic.
WHAT IF YOU CAN'T THINK OF A NAME?
If you can't think of a name, then there's a great site that I use every time to find names for
business. It's FREE and it's super simple to use.
All you need to do is type in a broad term into the search box, hit search, then the tool brings
up a ton of search results with different variations of business names.
I did a great video on this that you can check out on YouTube here.
Note: You can’t actually buy the name through this site, as it's purely a tool to let you know
what's available to purchase online.

WHERE TO BUY YOUR DOMAIN NAME
Once you get the name you want. You can then purchase the actual 'domain name’ from
NameCheap.
BUYING A BUSINESS LOGO
After you've bought a domain name it's time to buy a new business logo. To save you the
time and hassle of finding someone that can do a good job.
I thought I'd share my Fiverr designer that I use all the time!
He is simply AWESOME at what he does. To purchase a logo from him, just click the link
below.
➢ Click here to purchase a logo from my personal logo designer.
Don't worry, if you miss any of these links, as they'll be a tools section at the end of the book
that you can browse through for links to everything mentioned.

SETTING UP A YOUTUBE CHANNEL
Even if you're not going to actively use this as a traffic source, it's still worth setting up first.
There are two main reasons for this.
1. It builds the authority and trust for your author of the site (provide you use the same
name)
2. It calms your name in case someone else gets there first on Youtube
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Setting up your YouTube channel is super simple. All you need is a google account and
images for a display picture and banner.
If you used my Logo guy from the last section, then you'd already have a logo. And if you
need a banner, then ask him to do that for youtube and I'm sure he'll do that too!
Once that's done, it's super easy to set up and you're good to go. I'm not going to go through
setting up a YouTube channel and stuff as there's tons of free info online for that.
Or you can check out more eBooks from me over on my site. As by the time you read this I
might have already created the “Niche Affiliates YouTube Handbook”.

SETTING UP HOSTING
Hosting is essentially a cloud-based service that puts your site onto the internet (so it can
be found). Setting it up is simple but not easy for first-timers. So I'd encourage you to
watch my full tutorial on setting up a website to get started.
SETTING UP YOUR WEBSITE
To set up your website, you are going to be using a content management system called
Wordpress.
It's super easy to use and setup and you can set it up on your hosting service when you
sign up to Siteground hosting. Watch my video to learn how to!
➢ Click here to watch my full tutorial on setting up a website.

AUTHOR BIO?
An author bio is used to create a character profile the reader
can either relate to or trust.
I personally would recommend that you ALWAYS use one or
many author bios on your website, as there's no harm in doing
so. But, what if you want to build several websites in different
niches?
Great you asked!
In this scenario you would create a “persona”. Which means it would be an internet profile
that is used for the sole purpose of your website.
Before you ask, this is perfectly legitimate to do according to Google's terms and conditions,
as long as the information you're providing is genuine and helpful.
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GOOGLE E.A.T!
Have you heard of Google E.A.T? Well, it's essentially a new update that Google made
which is based around “expertise, authoritativeness & trust”.
This means that more than ever there is more weight on author profiles and relevance to
whether your site and writers are qualified to speak on a given topic.
This affects the way that all sites are analysed, but in turn, can really help you to build up
extreme amounts of trust with google if you follow the right methods that are taught to you in
this guide.
To read more info on Google E.A.T, head over to this blog post to r ead more here.

BEST THEMES FOR NICHE SITES
Right off the bat, I’ll tell you that there's no perfect theme for every niche and every site.
There are some that will work well, but in order to really make sure you're using the right
theme, you'll need to see what others are doing in your niche.
How do you do that?
METHOD 1
All you need to do is search for the top ranking sites for the main topic your site is about. For
example, I have a website about “baby sleeping”, so I would punch that into Google and
then see what themes look best.
Once you find a theme that you think looks good, all you do is copy the URL and paste it into
a site called https://whatwpthemeisthat.com/
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It looks just like this!
All you do is place the site URL into the search tab and this site will do all the work of finding
the exact theme they're using (providing its from WordPress) and the applications they
have installed too (or plugins as we say in this industry).
If it doesn't work for the first site, then just punch in another one, as you may find it takes a
few tries to find success. That's just because some website owners block you from seeing
this information.

METHOD 2 (beginner option)
Method 2 is not exactly a method, as it is just me giving you a list of the best themes I've
found to perform great in just about any niche online.
Each of the below listed are great themes, and I have chosen each of them as they load fast
and keep your user experience up. And they look good too, so even if you're a complete
newbie, you'll still end up with a nice looking site.
Let’s not forget the most important bit, they convert well on affiliate links too!
LIST OF THE BEST THEMES FOR AMAZON NICHE SITES
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Acabado (Link)
Schema (Link)
Astra (Link)
X theme (Link)
Generate Press (Link)

All of these themes are beginner-friendly to use, and this does NOT by any means state that
there aren't better themes for your niche site. This is just a list of themes that I have
personally used and found to perform well.
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BEST PLUGINS FOR YOUR NICHE SITE
I'm gonna keep this part nice and simple. Below, I have included a list of plugins that are
essential and optional. It's totally your choice as to how many of them you'd like to install.
Whatever you do! I'd recommend that you ALWAYS keep your plugins to less than 20
installed at any given time.
Why?
Because plugins are the no1 way to make a website slow! And Google is really taking page
loading speed into consideration as a ranking factor right now.
You must make sure that your plugins do not breach this amount. And if you do, then make
sure it's well worth the additional weight on the site.
ESSENTIAL PLUGINS
1. UpdraftPlus: (Link)
2. WP Fastest Cache: (Link)
3. AAWP (paid plugin): (Link) - Now use Ninjatables Pro (link)
4. Resize Image After Upload: (Link)
5. Short-pixel image optimizer: (Link)

OPTIONAL
1. Ultimate blocks: (Link)
2. HFCM - Header Footer Code Manager: (Link)
If you want to see exactly how each of these plugins work, then check out my full
video on each of them here.

HOW TO STRUCTURE YOUR AMAZON WEBSITE
It's all good and easy explaining the plugins and applications you need to install. But all of
that means nothing if your site isn't set up in the correct way.
In order to give yourself the best chance of making money with this new site. You're going to
need the right structure in place so your viewers can navigate your site “quickly and
easily”.
As you can see in the image below, there is a clear way that you should be structuring your
site down from the homepage to categories, to subcategories and so on. (check image
below)
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Let's say that you had a pet site and wanted to promote pet food and other stuff across your
site. Well, you would need to organise your site to look something like this.

You can see how the stepping stones work to help your readers quickly find what they are
looking for within a few simple clicks.
NOTE: A good website structure should provide the reader access to just about any page
within 3 clicks.
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Whilst I could bore with a detailed guide on how to set this all up, I thought I'd save you the
hassle and link out to a video instead.

>> Click here to watch the full setup guide on Website menu bars <<

HOW TO SET UP GOOGLE ANALYTICS & SEARCH
CONSOLE
First things first, what the heck is Google Analytics and search console. From the title, it may
appear to be one thing, but it surely isn't as they are 2 separate entities.
GOOGLE ANALYTICS
This is the analytics dashboard for Google's organic
traffic. It's a tool that lets you see all the metrics for how
many visitors you get to a website, their actions, what
pages are performing best and so on.
In a nutshell, it's a performance tracking tool for your
google organic visitors.
Why do you even need this tool?
Well, one thing you'll quickly start to realise in this game, is that just about everything related
to SEO is about data. Data, data, data!
It's the life and blood of your website and it can be your best friend if you use it right.

SO, HOW DO YOU SET THIS UP?
To set up your Google analytics, you just need to follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to: https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/
Enter your email and password for your Gmail account
Select ‘website’ and fill in your site details
Click ‘get tracking ID’ and accept t&c’s
Under ‘website tracking’ copy the ‘global site tag’ code

Once this is done, you'll need to go back to your website and install an application that will
allow you to insert code to your site.
I recommend that you install: HFCM (Header Footer Code Manager)
Once you've downloaded this plugin, to install it, all you need to do is:
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1. Login to your WordPress dashboard (if you haven't set this up yet, then watch my
video here)
2. Hover over “Plugins’ from the main menu (sidebar) > then hit ‘Add new’
Example

3. Click on ‘Upload plugin’ (top of page)
4. Hit ‘choose file’ and find then select the file that you downloaded for HFCM earlier

Once you've done that and the file has downloaded,
5. Click HFCM from the main menu (sidebar)

6. Fill in the details as shown in this image……

7. Hit ‘SAVE’ and you’re done
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You will now have your website set up on Google analytics. Some people will tell you to
install a plugin on your site to see the data on your site.
Which is totally cool, but additional plugins on your site that are not absolutely needed are
simply unnecessary.
And the more you have, then the slower your site will run, which in turn will hurt your user
experience (slow loading) etc. Plus, it is way better to understand how to effectively navigate
the official Google Analytics dashboard.
(If you get stuck, then watch the setup video here.)

GOOGLE SEARCH CONSOLE
Search console is a little different to Analytics, as it's mainly used to monitor your SEO
efforts opposed to your user metrics.
Why is this needed?
It’s needed because it's the only way you can see what you're doing right and wrong
according to master Google.
It also helps you to see data that you wouldn't see anywhere else such as:
➔ Impression share
➔ Click through rates (from google results pages to your website)
➔ Penalties and warnings from Google
And much more!
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SO, HOW DO YOU SET UP SEARCH CONSOLE?
Setting this up is simple, all you do is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to: https://search.google.com/search-console/about
Click ‘start now’
Enter your email and password for your Gmail account
Enter your website domain name (e.g. example.com) > then click continue
Copy the ‘verification code’

It should look something like this!

Now that you've done this, you'll want to go to your ‘hosting account’ to merge this with
your website.
If you followed my instructions so far, then you SHOULD already be signed up with
Siteground hosting.
Next step is to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in to your Siteground hosting account
Click ‘My accounts’ (top menu)
Click ‘go to CPanel’ (hit OK if a message comes up)
Under ‘Domains’, click ‘advanced DNS zone editor’

5.
6.
7.
8.

Then select your website from the dropdown menu
Change the ‘type’ to TXT
Enter your website name into Name box (no Https or Http, just ‘example.com’)
In the ‘TTL’ box, enter ‘14400’
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9. Paste the code (that you copied from search console) into the TXT data box
Once it's all done, it should look something like this

10. Hit

and you’re done!

All you need to do now is go back over to search the console AGAIN! And right after you log
in, you'll see a VERIFY button. Click that, and you're good to go!
(If you still get stuck then watch the video guide here.)

HOW TO SETUP AN AMAZON ASSOCIATES
ACCOUNT
Setting up an Amazon associates account is super simple. All you need to do is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sign up to Amazon Associates (Link)
Select the country where most of your visitors will come from
Fill in your details (name, email, password etc)
Enter One-time password they send you
Fill in all details of your website (including the niche etc)
Select “Only monetising with Amazon”

Then, when they ask why you are trying to apply to the Amazon associates program;
7. Select “To monetise your blog”
8. Tell them you have traffic at least over 5k per month to help you get through
That's it! You're done. The unfortunate thing is, that for most bloggers and content
producers, is that no affiliate networks want Newbs. (Full setup video guide here)
It's just the way it is. They would rather accept people that already have a following and just
need to turn on the switch to make sales. Whereas, when you're starting, you have none of
the above.
It's honestly no big deal though, as you can easily get there by following the info in this
book.
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Once you're all signed up, you'll then need to set up an Amazon One link to help you
monetise visitors from any country you promote too.

How does that work?
It works by inserting a small piece of code to your website to help redirect any visitor to their
relevant countries Amazon store when you recommend a product.
That means if you have an American affiliate site, and I visit the site from the UK. If I click on
the links, it will send me to my UK store and you still get the commission.
In order for this to work, you HAVE to sign up to each individual country and then pair
them up in one link. The screen to pair them looks like the image below.
Example of me trying to add Japan to store

After you've done that, all you need to do next is enter your ‘store id’ which can be found in
the “top right hand” side of any account that you have with them.
Just entering the store is into the box and wollah! You're all linked up.
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In order for this to work though, you'll need to add the code (from step 2 on one link page) to
your website.
To do this, simply go to your WordPress dashboard on your website;
2. Click plugins > Add new
3. Search for HFCM (header footer code manager)
4. Click install > Click Activate
5. Hover over HFCM > Hit ‘add new’
6. Fill in details EXACTLY as shown below, but add your code from Amazon one link into the
bottom box area
Example image
Make sure that the Footer section is selected for code placement as shown in the image
below.

To finish, just hit “update’. And you're done.
If you get stuck, a good friend of mine has a brilliant video covering how to set this all up
here.
He uses a different code manager in the video, but I use the one I recommend as it helps to
maintain your site's speed much better.
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HOW TO GET LINKS TO PRODUCTS ON AMAZON
Then next time you go to Amazon.com now, you'll see a search bar at the top called ‘site
stripe’. This bar is to help you get a unique link for ANY PRODUCT ON AMAZON.
Yup! You heard me right… If you set everything up correctly previously, you will now have
100% access to make money with any product on Amazon.

All you do is search the product that you want to promote, then when you're on that page,
just head up to the site strip toolbar > Click text > wollah! You have a short link and a
long link.

I recommend that you use the “long link” every time for a niche site. As it helps with
changing ownership down the road (if you sell). I'll touch on that later.

Ok! So now you have your site setup, your Amazon account, your google analytics and your
Google search console.
It's now time to move onto finding the right topics to write about.
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This is where I see 90% of people that fail go wrong! If you want to succeed with this,
you must 100% pay attention to this section.

KEYWORD RESEARCH
Let's start off by talking about why people fail because of this one thing. Well;
1. They don’t research keywords that people actually search for before writing
2. They pick random topics that are not closely related
3. They choose SUPER highly competitive terms that you'll never beat the competition
on
That's just the tip of the iceberg. This part of the training is not just a method, it's a skill! And
to master it takes time.
There is no one way to do this... But I kind of found a great beginner method that works just
fine for most niches.
In order to fully understand what keywords to even lookout for, you must first understand the
different types of keywords that are relevant to the success of your site.
Let’s dig in….

TYPES OF KEYWORDS
OK! If you are building a review website, then there are ONLY 4 types of keywords you will
really be going for.
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REVIEW NICHE SITE KEYWORDS (ratio = 80% buyer keywords / 20% informational
content) - HARD METHOD!
1. ‘Best’ (buyer) keywords: e.g. “best X” or “best X for X”
2. Example product ‘Review’ keywords
3. ‘How to’ keywords: e.g. ‘how to do X’ or ‘how to do Z’
4. Number 4 is called a “LISTICLE”
What are listicles? These are shareable pieces of content that usually derive from ‘how to’
topics. So, instead of saying “how to wash a car with soap” …
You would say something like “15 Simple ways to Wash a car with soap”
What is the benefit of this? Well, this type of article is mainly to encourage other people to
share your piece of content and create a miny viral effect on your site.
In turn, you will get a bunch of people that will link to your site, which will look great to
Google and increase the level of overall authority your site has too.

BLOG STYLE NICHE SITE KEYWORDS (ratio = 80% informational / 20% buyer content)
- EASY METHOD FOR NEWBS!
A blog-style site is simply where you will build the site up with more informational content
than product reviews. The key differences is that you would not monetise the site so heavily
with affiliate products.
But instead, may use other ways such as;
-

Display advertisements
Email marketing (remarketing through email)
Informational products (ebooks and PDFs)
Consulting

And much more! There's a bunch of ways to monetise your viewers once you're getting a
crap ton of people to your site every day.
Instead of targeting the keywords, you would find on a review site, for this method, you
would target a bunch of keywords that are informational.
That way you can rank a brand new site with ease and don't have to worry too much about
getting things wrong.
Here are a few examples of the kind of keywords you would target here;
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➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Are
How
What
Who
Where
Why
Guide
Tutorial
Resource
Ideas
Tips
Learn
Examples

The list goes on… Not to say that you wouldn't target buyer intent, as you definitely still
would. But, you would want to have a ratio of around 80% informational keywords and
20% buyer intent.

UNDERSTANDING KEYWORDS
Whilst we’re on the topic of keywords, I thought I'd include a section on the different types of
keywords, to really help you to avoid mistakes when getting started.
Ok! So, to make this easy to understand, I'm just going to place each type of keyword into a
small section with an explanation next to it.
KEYWORD

Review
(Single product
Review post)

HOW TO USE
IT IN
CONTENT

Notes

You are writing Layout will be to
a review on a
answer every
specific product.
possible
question around
Readers are
this product and
ready to
the vendor.
purchase, but
just need your
Who created it,
honest opinion
is it good, how
first
did it help you?
So on…
This requires
you to create a
comparison
post.

Just like the
review type, the
reader is ready
to “buy” when
they type this
into Google.
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INTENT

\Buyer /
Transactional

COMPETITIVE
NESS

High

Best
(comparison
post)

Question
Based

Brand name

You will take
each of the
“best” products
for the topic and
compare them
alongside one
another

They just need
some level of
information
about
something

You need to
essentially give
them the
information they
need about this
product.
Help them to
learn a little
more about who
is behind it and
how it can
benefit them

How To

This is usually a
step by step
guide on how to
do do
something

The reader
basically has
their card out
ready to buy.

Buyer /
Transactional

Super high

Informational

Low

Informational /
commercial

Medium / High

Informational

Low / Medium /
High

But they just
need to know
which product is
the best first.
You are just
helping the
reader find
some source of
information.
Walk them
through the
process step by
step
The reader may
already want to
buy this service
or product.
Or they just
need a little
more info on
them.
This is what you
should give
them
The reader is
trying to find out
how to do a
particular thing.
You can even
sell in these
types of posts.

If this seems a little overwhelming, then check out the graph below, as it will help you to
understand how this all comes together.

Here's a graph to help you understand Search Intent a little better:
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LONG TAIL & SHORT TAIL KEYWORDS
Whilst some keywords are buyer and others are informational etc. You can further break
them down to help you determine the level of ‘intent’ behind the searcher’s input. Here's a
chart on this;
TYPE OF
KEYWORD

Short Tail (1 or 2
words)

NOTES

SEARCH VOLUME

COMPETITIVENESS

This is a very ‘broad’
kind of keyword, that is
usually to provide a
complete breakdown of
a particular topic.

Super high

High

Low / Medium /High

Low / medium

This is usually the holy
grail. With long-form
lengthy content.

Long Tail (3
words or more)

This is when a reader
is being super specific
about something &
knows what they want.
This can be a buyer,
info or
geographically
located keyword.

The key difference with a long tail and short tail keywords is that when someone types in a
long tail keyword that has ‘buyer intent’.
They are usually being ‘specific’ about what they want, and very much ready to purchase.
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On the flip side, when someone just types in something broad and generic, they are usually
looking for more information and not yet in buying mode.
That's why you'll find a lot of the ‘buyer keywords’ that contain words like;
-

Review
Best
Buy

They will usually be a longer tail keyword, which helps you to clearly understand their intent
behind the search.
In general, whether you're trying to make a sale or collect an email, you'll find that
long-tail keywords are just much higher converting.
It's what I like to call the unfair advantage. Because, when you can understand this, your
content will answer the exact question the reader is looking for.
Here's a graph to explain this better:

And it doesn't stop there, as this can also reflect in search volume too.
Short tail keywords are usually going to have a much ‘higher search volume’ than
long-tail, but of course, convert at a lower rate.

Check this out,
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SEARCH VOLUME FOR KEYWORDS
Search volume is used to help you determine how many times a keyword is being searched
on a monthly basis for a given word or phrase.
To find this out, we use keyword tools that give us this data by analyzing the search
engines and sharing the inside info with us.
That way, when we begin the research phase in trying to find some new keywords to write
content about. We are able to gather a rough idea on the;
-

Level of competition
Amount of monthly searches
Related searches to the main keyword

This will help you to craft your post around a topic that you know people are looking for. The
biggest mistake that people make when starting a website is creating content that is
not being searched.
That's a BIG NO NO!! DO NOT EVER do that, unless you know what you're doing.
Just bear in mind that keyword research tools are just an estimate.
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They’re based on historical data (usually from the last 12 months) to give you an ‘estimated
average’ of how many times a particular keyword is being searched.

UNDERSTANDING SEARCH INTENT
One key advantage to outperforming your competition is understanding search intent. But,
what exactly is search intent? And, how can you benefit from it?
This is probably going to be the most valuable skills you can have as an SEO right behind
keyword research capability. If you can create content that directly answers all the questions
someone may have around a particular query.
It's almost just time before you make your way to the top. However, it's not as easy just
answering questions, as you truly need to understand the query from different angles in
order to best solve the problem.

OK! SO, HOW DOES THIS ALL WORK?
Well, there's a great way you can break this down into 3 simple steps:
1. Content format
2. Content angle
3. Content-type
Let’s dive into this a little deeper…
CONTENT FORMAT
To drive this point home, I'll give you a quick example… Let's say that you were looking for a
new pair of TV, but you already knew the one you would like to buy.
It's the new SAMSUNG UE65RU7020KXXU 4k TV. But you can't remember all of that
jargon, so you type in
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‘Samsung 65” 4k Tv Review’
Why did you type this? Because you're about to buy it, but just need someone else’s honest
opinion to see if it lines up with what you thought.
Well, in this scenario, when you land on a page after searching this query. You're going to
want to see a specific “type” of page.
First thing is, you'll want to see that you're in the right place. So the introduction must tell
you that the page is about a review on the new 65” Samsung TV. Maybe, a
 picture of the
TV will help reassure you too, right?
Next, you'll want to see a breakdown of the different aspects of the Tv. Maybe a few
images of the product in a home.
The functionalities of the Tv, and the main benefits of using it. This will all need to be
broken into small subsections so you can navigate and find the key areas to read that are
most important to you.
On the flip side, if you saw a long-winded article that had no pictures and a bunch of general
information. You probably wouldn't even spend more than a few seconds on the page, right?
That's exactly what happens when your readers land and don't get the right information,
structured in the right way.
Also known as ‘search intent’.
A few examples of content types include:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

“How-to” guides (Solving a particular problem in a stacked format)
Step-by-step tutorials (guided tutorial)
List posts (top X ways of doing something)
Opinion pieces
Reviews (single product reviews)
Comparisons (comparing top products against one another)

Always make sure that you are creating the most relevant ‘type’ of post for a given search
when you're trying to rank.
This means you should only create a blog article for an informational keyword, create
a product review structured post for a product review search and so forth.
Don't worry, we’ll dive more into this later in the book.
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CONTENT ANGLES
This is simply achieved by analysing the top-ranking pages and the google search results
pages. To do this, just punch in your target keyword to Google...
Example

There are a few obvious things that you'll anticipate here such as;
1. This should be a guided, step by step/instructional post
2. This should help someone to stop snoring
But what you DON’T understand for this, is exactly which WAYS they want to be taught to
stop snoring.
First, we’ll take a look at the ‘people also ask’ tab;
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This gives a little more understanding than they;
-

Want to be educated on what causes this problem
Need to know if this is gender-specific, and if not, then are there differences?
Are trying to find out if this is a symptom of other health conditions

So, now we have a little more information, but let's scroll down to the bottom of the search
results, and take a look at the ‘related searches’.

From taking a look at the related searches, we can now gather that they want;
-

Immediate actionable information
Natural home remedy ways to stop snoring
Exercises to help this problem
To learn how to help others with the problem
Potential products that will help

As you can see, we have now gone from just creating a step by step guide, to
understanding,
-

Exactly what angle to provide help from
What subtopics that we MUST cover
Potential products that fit with the post
What methods and strategies we must provide as a solution

Now, if that doesn't BLOW your mind, then tell me what does?

Let's move onto the next section of search intent….
Now that we know exactly what kind of resource we need to put
together.
It's time to see what the others are doing to confirm we're on the right track.
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I usually open the top 5 results and see what they’re serving up!
In this ‘example’, we are going to see HUGE authorities in the space. But for a niche site
based around a particular problem, you would usually see a bunch of low quality affiliate
websites.
NOTE: Focus competitor research mainly around other affiliate websites. Big authorities
can rank with no real effort due to the overall authority across their site. So, just be
‘aware’ of them, but don't expect to do what they do and rank as easily (authority sites).
How do you spot affiliate websites?
You can usually identify an affiliate site by just glancing at their name. Something like
sports.com is obviously NOT an affiliate blog.
An affiliate site would look more like: SportsTips.com or sportingforfun.com.
Another way is to look at the content, as you'll usually find an affiliate blog to have
long-form content. You'll naturally pick this skill up over time though! Don't stress about it
too much.

COMPETITOR RESEARCH FOR SEARCH INTENT
Once you have a few competitors sites open. You want to see the ‘subtopics’ they are
covering.
Why?
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This will help to improve your research if there are topics that you didn't include in your
notes.
Just note down ‘any topics that you see covered across the majority of sites’ that you
may have NOT included in your notes. Then just add them into your subtopics to cover
within your article.
This is also a great way to truly understand what kind of post you need to produce for this
keyword.
However, in some cases, you'll find that when comparing your notes to their articles, you
may find that competitors are way off with serving the user what they actually want.
Here's an example:

We would expect to see a listed ‘comparison’ of the ‘best’ products for this Yamaha
motorcycle right?
Well, this is what the site in position 3 contained;

This does NOT show you the ‘best’ product as there's only one. Nor does it ‘compare’ in
any way shape or form.
So what do you think will happen when you come along and create a post with a bunch of
‘clutch kits’ for that motorcycle, and ‘compare’ them against one another.
PRESTO!
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That's right, you'll outrank them, with no real effort (in most cases), as you are giving the
reader exactly what they want.
This leads me to the next section, which is all about page layouts and its relation to search
intent.

LAYOUTS FOR SEARCH INTENT
Earlier in this module, I was talking about ‘content format’. To reiterate, I took you through a
few example bullets that included;
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

“How-to” guides (Solving a particular problem in a stacked format)
Step-by-step tutorials (guided tutorial)
List / Listicle posts (top X ways of doing something)
Opinion pieces
Reviews (single product reviews)
Comparisons (comparing top products against one another)

Well, from this list the ONLY type of content you should MAINLY focus on ‘content layout’ or
formatting of an article for is;
1. Reviews
2. Comparisons
3. 1 Vs 1

Why? Because these are articles where you are focusing on ‘BUYER INTENT’.
Buyer intent articles are focused around ‘keywords’ that encourage a potential ‘purchase’
from reading the content.
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It's not that hard to get someone to read an informational piece of content, if that's the only
thing you want them to do.
Why?
Because you are not asking much of them, but to read something they searched for.
However, if you are trying to get someone to make a ‘buying decision’, there will always be
a little more work involved.

WHAT ARE 1 VS 1 ARTICLES?
These are ‘product Vs product’ comparison articles. The key difference here to best buy
comparison posts is the fact that you are only reviewing ‘2 products’ instead of a many.
They are usually great to use if you find a competitor's product that has a keyword with a ton
of ‘search traffic’.
You can essentially ‘jack the traffic’ and recommend a better alternative product in your ‘1
Vs 1 article’.
TIP: Always make sure that you are creating the right type of article for the right type of
keywords.

RESOURCES TO LEARN HOW TO WRITE CONTENT

1. How to write a single product review (Link)
2. How to write product comparisons (Link)
3. How to write Informational Content (Link)
1 vs 1 are the same as comparison posts, but just using 2 products instead of many
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KEYWORD RESEARCH
I know this is one of the key areas that a lot of people have trouble with. It's the absolute
lifeline of a piece of content. If you get this wrong, then everything else thereafter becomes
absolutely ‘useless’.
It's also one of the most common reasons why a site completely fails if the wrong approach
is taken.
So, what is the best method for keyword research?....
Well, there isn't! However, there are multiple methods that you can use, and today I'll share a
few of my favourites with you.
PRO TIP: You always want to do this before finding products on Amazon. As after you have
a keyword ready, you can then find products that best suit it to promote. Research at least
30 keywords to start!

METHOD 1
(Niche relevance method) - Review websites only!
This method is simple and effective for finding keywords that are super relevant to a
particular niche.
To do this, you'll need a keyword research tool! (Keysearch Tool here). Or you can use any
keyword tool that has the option to bring up ‘organic keywords’ on a ‘per page or URL
basis’.
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STEP1
Punch in your website's “main keyword” to Google and save the top 5 URLs to a Google
doc note.
Example: “best earplugs”

STEP 2
Go to Keysearch > competitive analysis > Organic keywords
Example

STEP 3
Make sure the tool is set to show results for the ‘specific page’ ONLY! And hit ‘search’
Example
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STEP 4
Take all the search results and copy them into a Google sheets spreadsheet. To do this,
you must ‘Export as CSV file’.
Example: of export

Example: of upload to excel

> Click Import (green button after)
It should look something like this...
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STEP 5
Rinse and repeat this for the remaining sites in the top 5 page results that you noted down in
Google docs.
You should then end up with “5 Sheets” in the ‘bottom tabs’ for each URL that you
downloaded
Example

STEP 6
Copy all of the keywords from sheets 2 - 5 into sheet number 1. Now you should have all
keywords in just 1 sheet!
Next, select the entire range of all keywords > Hit Data (in top menu) > hit ‘remove
duplicates’.

Example

STEP 7
Sort the keywords into sections for potential articles. Think carefully about which keywords
bunch together. You will be using some of them as ‘subheadings’ only if they make sense
too.
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Carefully sieve through and sort the keywords into individual pages that have 3 to 15
keywords as subsections.
STEP 8
Remove any keywords that don't make sense or are not related to the page or topic enough.
STEP 9
Use the products in your ‘Best top 10 or top 5 articles’ to do a single product review later.
That will give you more keywords.
STEP 10
Find info content for ‘how-to’ keywords associated with your main keyword. Either find this
on Buzzsumo or just follow the steps in method 2 for more info keywords than what you in
this method.
That's it! You're done. I bet you're thinking phew! Only 10 years later haha!

METHOD 2
(Seed Keyword Method) - Great for topical relevance
This method simply involves you plugging a “seed keyword” into a Keyword search tool to
bring up a bunch of related search terms.
The benefit of this is that you can then filter the words into sections that are focused around
supporting articles that will help to benefit the main article you're trying to rank.

HOLD UP! What the heck are supporting articles?
Just like a pillar holds up a building, in a website, other pages can provide support to a
parent topic. Say, for example, you did an article on the “best earplugs”. Well, you could
then do an individual review page on each product on the list.
Example
➢ Article 1 - “Sony 757 Earplugs review”
➢ Article 2 - “Boss 865 Easy Earplugs review”
➢ Article 3 - “beats by Dre Earplugs X30 review”
You would then LINK each of these articles up to the “best earplugs” article which would
then make the best “best earplugs” article a ‘parent page’.
On the next page, I'll share an example of how this would look.
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As you can see from the
example image.
The SILOs Parent page is
“restaurants”.
Then each of the subcategory
pages is ‘Restaurants A, B
and C’.
Which, then link back up to the
main page again to “support
it”

WHY DOES THIS HELP IN SEO?
It helps because of relevancy. It gives your website “topical relevance” which means that
Google will see your site as a credible contender to compete for that “topic”.
It also tells Google that your ‘main topic’ that you are linking back to, is a page of
importance to your website.
And in most cases, you will find that your main topic is the big hard keyword that you're
trying to rank.
So in order to do so, you will need to make sure it has as much power as possible to give
it the best chance of competing for the top 10 results.

METHOD 2 - CONTINUED
As I was explaining earlier, using seed keywords is a great way to establish the whole setup
of topical relevance that will help you to rank for a super competitive, and in most cases
highly profitable keyword.
Below, I'll share a few simple steps to do this method.
STEP 1
Open the KeySearch tool (on the keyword research tab) and enter your main keyword into
the search box > hit search.
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Example

STEP 2
Open the ‘Filter’ tab on the right-hand side of the page. Using the filters, you can narrow
down the results to just keywords that are:
-

Long-tail
High search volume
Short tail
‘How to’ keywords

Etc etc
Just enter the filters you would like applied, then hit the ‘blue filter button’.
Example

A few examples I would use this for would be:
-

‘How to’ keywords (supporting articles for the ‘best earbuds’ article)
Long-tail keywords (filter for keywords that have ‘ 4 words or more only’)
‘Best’ keywords (filter to find other potential best buy comparison keywords)
‘Review’ keywords (filter to find other potential product review ideas)

That's it! Just keep practising with this method and you'll get better and better. The
opportunities are endless, and the great part is that the keywords are all closely related that
you'll find.
Example
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These are the keywords I found after just filtering for ‘how’ in the “keyword box”. That's a
quick few subheadings and supporting content ideas on the first try!

STEP 3
Export the keywords you have found and then repeat the process for other “seed
keywords” in the search tab.
Example

NOTE:  An easy way to find more ‘seed keywords’ is to just use the ones you find in the
results after the first search. Then when you do that and exhaust it, rinse and repeat by
using the words you found from that search to bring up more. It's endless!

METHOD 3
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Reverse Engineering competitors (domain)
This method is another simple one that involves you finding competitor websites and reverse
engineering what they rank for to find more keywords.
It's almost the same as METHOD 1, but the key difference here is that with method 1 you
are using the entire results to build your every page on your niche site.
However, with this method, you are reverse engineering to find low hanging fruit. We are
trying to find easy opportunities to rank for keywords that low-quality sites are ranking for.
If you see that a site has a Domain Authority (DA) of 10 and they are showing up for a
‘Best’ keyword with decent traffic (200 searches +). Then you may want to snatch that
keyword and target it too.
Or if they had an informational keyword that has a high search volume, then this could be a
great way to make some additional income with ‘display ads’ on your site. I would snatch
that too!

Domain authority is a metric used by Moz.com to determine a site's overall level of
authority in the eyes of Google. This metric by NO means is the holy grail.
But, instead, it's just another indicator that you may potentially use to help determine the
level of competition that you're up against.
For example
If you had a DA of 20 and you wanted to rank for a keyword that had a bunch of DA 10
sites showing up in the top 5. It still does NOT mean that you will instantly rank for the
word.
This would depend on many other metrics such as:
- How accurate your content answers the query
- The length of your content
- The formatting of your content
- Your overall trust and relevance to Google on this topic
- Your backlinks to your site
- The media you use
- The health of your site
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Blah blah blah! Of course, you wouldn't be thinking about all that stuff if you were
researching… You would simply so “hmm ok, this looks like something I could go for”
Which would then lead you into further research to see if there are more reasons why you
should target this keyword.
I hope that all makes sense, but it's super hard to explain all of this in a book haha.

STEP 1
Go to the Keysearch tool > hover over ‘competitive analysis’ > h
 it ‘URL metrics’
Example

Note down your sites ‘DA’
Example (for http://www.gamebasketballs.com/)

STEP 2
Head back over to the ‘keyword research’ tab > Enter in long-tail keywords related to your
niche.
Once the search returns the results. Copy down any sites that are of a similar DA to yours or
lower that you can reverse engineer.
Example
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Copy those sites to a notepad on your computer

STEP 3
Go to ‘competitor analysis’ tab > Paste the site into search tab > Hit search
Note: Make sure you have it set to ‘Entire Domain’
Example

STEP 4
‘Export’ the keywords in a ‘CSV’(red arrow pointing to CSV in image above) file then upload
to Google Sheets or Excel.
STEP 5 (optional)
To work on the best keywords first, you can sort them by ‘Traffic’ or ‘Volume’
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TIP: Traffic is how many visitors actually clicked and viewed the competitors website.
Whereas ‘volume’ simply measures how many times a given keyword is searched on
average.
The benefit of this is that you can essentially steal the best keywords that are performing
well on a competitors website.
Example

You see, there's a bunch of the best keywords that this guy is ranking for that I brung up in
seconds. I know I can probably outrank him because I have more authority and can build
better backlinks to my site.
PRO TIP: You can do this method for forums without having to check your sites DA. Just
reverse engineer any forum in your niche >
 export the keywords to google sheets.
Then do a ‘CMD + F or Ctrl F’ search to find the “best'' or ‘how to’ keywords in the list.
Forums are super easy to outrank as they are the lowest quality of content online.

METHOD 4 - Best for Simple blog-style sites
(Google A- Z method)
This method involves using the alphabet to find keywords that are being searched in Google.
To do this, you must manually enter a letter word into google followed by an A to see what
Google auto-suggests will bring up.
Let me explain further!
STEP 1
Make a note of how many keywords you need to find for a given ‘type’ of website
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I recommend starting with a 30-page website to see how you get on!
BLOG STYLE
- 10 long tail ‘question based’ keywords (5 words or more)
- 10 Shareable ‘How to’ type keywords
- 10 Short tail high volume keywords (example: best basketball of 2019)
REVIEW STYLE
- 24 ‘buyer intent’ keywords (start with best buys, then do single product reviews for
each product on the list)
- 6 Informational keywords

STEP 2
Head over to Google's search tab and begin typing to see what it suggests to you
Example

Then you could scroll down to a sentence and press SPACE, then A

Then delete A and type B and you get;
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The list goes on!
You can do this AGAIN AND AGAIN for any kind of keyword.
Once you keep doing it, you'll get better and better and there's literally NO LIMIT to this
method.
-

Try variations
Swap out ‘best’ for ‘how to’ keywords
Use * to see auto-suggested words that don't come up on alphabetical letters

The list goes on! Just keep testing this and you'll find tons of keywords.

PRO TIP: Always keep at least 30 keywords on standby ready to create content on. I call it a
HITLIST! Make sure you have one handy at all times.

FINAL STEP OF EVALUATING IF YOU CAN RANK
If you use method 2,3 or 4, then you MUST ALWAYS then perform a MANUAL CHECK to
confirm.
This will help you to decide whether you can actually rank for the keyword.
IMPORTANT TIP: INDICATORS THAT HELP YOU IDENTIFY YOU CAN BEAT THE
COMPETITION
(These are the things you can use to evaluate the level of competition for a keyword through
a manual check-in Google's page results )
➔ ‘Forums’ and ‘low-quality blogs’ are an indication it's easy to rank
➔ Youtube videos mean, it's a very “visual topic” (consider including more media
into your content
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➔ If you see another Amazon review site, it's a good sign that Google is ok with
ranking affiliate sites for this particular keyword. But don't be fooled by authority
sites that review products) E.g. https://www.healthline.com/ or
https://thewirecutter.com/
➔ Carefully think about whether the top 5 sites are actually answering the query.
Ask yourself… are they there just because they are talking about the same overall
topic? Or are they there because they are 100% focused on the exact intent the
keyword requires.
“You'd be surprised” at how easily you can outrank big authorities just by focusing the
content on the correct ‘search intent’.
➔ If you see Amazon.com (the official website product page for the keyword) at
the top of the search. This is “sometimes” a sign that it's easy to rank for the
keyword. But, only if you see a bunch of other low-quality affiliate sites and other
Amazon pages below it too.

PRO TIP: No matter what tools you use, before writing a piece of content you MUST
ALWAYS do a manual search of the keyword to visually LOOK at the results. Keyword tools
will give you the potential phrase, it's then down to YOU, to then ‘MANUALLY PROOF
CHECK IT’ after.

WHAT ABOUT KEYWORD SEARCH VOLUME?
Volume matters in some cases, but I wouldn't worry about it too much. NO keyword tool on
this planet is absolutely accurate.
THEY ARE ALL ESTIMATES BASED ON HISTORIC DATA…
I know this as tools that say 0 searches for a keyword have been keywords that have
brought me in thousands of visitors. Use them as a “ballpark figure” and that's it.
Check out the example numbers below to see how I kind of group keyword volumes.
Example
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100 + searches = kind of decent (not that popular but a chance to get a quick win)
500 searches = pretty decent
1000 = very good volume (good popularity)
2000+ = popular keyword (high popularity)
5000+ = Million dollar keywords (but usually SO HARD to compete for)

A NICE TO KNOW
I can 100% say that NO tool is ever going to give you the correct search volume, because;
1. They are based on historical data (usually the past 12 months)
2. They can never catch new trends
3. Averages are used as a “measurement” for volume
For example, when I release this book. Let's say all of a sudden everyone starts typing
‘Leons niche site book’ or ‘niche Amazon affiliate handbook’.
In the first month, this book might get searched 1000+ times because of my Youtube
channel and email list promotions. Then month 2 may reduce a little.
That said, do you think that any tool will reflect that search volume?
The answer is NO, the tool would never catch a new trend that fast nor would it have
accurate data, as it does not track on a ‘day by day basis’.
Now let's say that the book stops getting searched after the first 6 due to me not promoting
it any further. The tools would then take the months with 0 searches and the
months with the 1000+ searches, add them all together and then divide them to work out
an average.
The 2020 search volume according to tools would look something like this:
Lets say search volume was, example (over a 12 month period): 1000, 1000, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

KEYWORDS WOULD REFLECT IN TOOLS
-

Leons niche site book = 170
niche Amazon affiliate handbook = 170

The exact average would have been 166, but the tools will round off the numbers too.
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HOW TO FIND THE BEST PRODUCTS TO PROMOTE
One of the key factors to the success of a niche site is the products that you choose to
promote on it.
Whether you're promoting products on Amazon, Walmart or Target, there are a few ways to
find great products that will convert well every time.
That said, I could sit here and bore you with a ton of fluff, but instead, I thought I’d just sum
this up in a few bullets.
PRO TIP: Always find your keywords FIRST, then once you're ready to actually create the
content, it's the time to find products.do this every time!
Start with ‘best buy keywords’ and then you can use the products in the list to find single
product ‘review’ keywords later.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD PRODUCT FOR THE LIST?
A few things I look at before choosing to promote a product include;
1. How good are the reviews on the product (star rating)?
2. How many reviews does it have? (a lot or a little?)
3. What are the most RECENT reviews like? (Good, bad or mixed?)
4. Is the product a good price? (would you buy it or is it too expensive?)
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5. Does the ‘landing page’ look good and professional? (does it look like
they've actually put effort into helping the customer learn about this product?)
6. Does the product page have a nice amount of images?
7. Is the product from a credible brand? (now more important than ever)
8. Is the product in stock? Or running low? (shows the management skills of
stock)
9. Are the newer versions or better products being recommended on the
product page?

I'd say that's about it! Funny thing is, I just wrote that by actually taking a look at a product
listing and going through the motions that I usually would when selecting a product.

HOW TO APPROACH THIS
When you go shopping for a new pair of shoes, do you sit there asking yourself;
“What leather is this?” “Are there more in stock?” “Is this the best price” etc…
Chances are, you probably do!
But in most cases, even though all these questions are running through your head. You
almost INSTANTLY know whether or not it's worth looking further into.
It could be as simple as seeing them in the shop window for you to run through all those
things and walk in to look at them further or compare them against others.
That's who I want you to approach this…
Whilst I've given you 9 Questions above, “don't be a ROBOT” and think you need to tick
all the boxes.
Just think about if you were going to buy it. Does it look like a good use of your cash? If
not, then it probably isn't for the readers of your blog.
TIP: The only time you would find a product to promote 1st before writing your content, is if
you are promoting products form marketplaces like Clickbank, CJ or some other
individual product vendor site.
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Due to places like Amazon, Target and Walmart have a bunch of products. It's not needed to
approach things in the same way, as you are almost guaranteed to find a product for your list
after.
One particular example of when you WOULD find a product first and then find the keyword
after would be for what I call the

“Product Reverse Engineer method”
This simply involves finding a ‘popular’ product on Amazon and then reverse-engineering
the product to reveal a keyword with low competition and decent search volume.
WAIT! What, how?  “Easy”

METHOD
1. Go to Walmart, Amazon or target and then find a CHEAP product that has a bunch of
reviews (100+)
2. Go to the Keysearch (Keyword search tool) > Keyword research tab > paste
keyword
3. Go to the ‘filter’ tab and type the word ‘Review’ into the keyword box.
4. Check the results and see if you find a keyword with high traffic for the product. If not
then just use the product name alone to see if it has high traffic. Then in your article,
you can just add ‘Review’ To the end of the article title.
Example

This method doesn't work EVERY time. But you just gotta keep testing it with different
products to find sneaky high converting keywords that no one else is really targeting.
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The reason we find products with a lot of reviews is because this gives us a clear indication
that there's a lot of interest around the product.
Which in most cases will reflect a lot of people searching for reviews on it too.

HOW TO FIND GOOD PRODUCTS IN THE FIRST PLACE
There are a few ways that I narrow down my research to a few products to potentially look
further into for a post.
I'm a simple dude, so I don't like to complicate this process any more than it needs to be. A
few key things I look out for include;
HIGH RANGE PRODUCTS ($100+ Price point)
-

Decent traffic (200+ monthly searches)
Good reviews (30+ ideally)
Good landing page
All of the above stuff in (what makes a good product section)

MID RANGE PRODUCTS ($30 - $100 price point)
For this kind of price point, I simply don't care about the traffic behind it! Why? Because the
main goal with these products, is to use them in info content or single product reviews.
I personally tend to use them randomly inside info posts (such as ‘how to’) to help readers fix
or solve a problem.
The idea with these products is to simply help the reader, then test and see if they add more
products to the basket after they buy that.

NOTE: This does NOT mean that I don't use $30 - $100 products in “best” keyword
articles, as I totally do. It's just that I would rather go for the higher range products, but if it
doesn't make sense to, then put the BEST product you feel will help the reader no matter the
price.

UPDATE FOR AMAZON CHANGES
For sites like Target and Walmart, you would apply the same rules. But instead of
looking for 30+ (3 - 5 star) reviews, you would instead reduce this to 10+ reviews.
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HOW TO WRITE FOR THE INTERNET
There are a few simple rules to follow when writing for the internet. You might already be a
great writer, but you'll need to adapt in order to ensure that you do things in the right way for
Google and your readers at the same time.
OK! So, here's a few house rules;
1. Write in 1st person only for niche sites (3rd person is for BIG authority brand type
websites)
2. Only use 1 to 4 lines per paragraph (no one likes to read walls of text)
3. Use warm fun and friendly introductions that tell the reader what they will learn
from reading the post. (do this in the first paragraph)
4. Use REAL customer reviews of products to form your opinion of a product.
Check for ‘verified buyers’ if on Amazon. Or just reviews if you use Target or Walmart
etc.
5. Keep the correct FORMAT and STRUCTURE for buyer intent content. Best buy
‘comparisons’ and single product reviews NEED to be written in the correct way.
Watch my video here on this.
6. Use templates where possible or create your own as you learn and improve.
7. Keep the “general voice” of your website the same across the board. Make sure
that all writers are of similar focus.
PRO TIP: That's really about it! The MAIN FOCUS of your content should be to HELP
people find a solution to what they have searched in the EASIEST & MOST SIMPLE way
possible.
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HOW TO WRITE CONTENT THE RANKS IN GOOGLE
In the last section, I explained the general approach you should take for the internet, as
opposed to how you would write for work or an email.
But now it's time to take you through the nitty-gritty stuff! How to put this all together and do
things in the right way for Google to show you up at the top.
Because remember, Google is a robot! Which means you need to write things in a way that it
can understand what you're talking about.
The best way, I've found this to work is to follow a few steps that I'll share right now;
1. Find ‘subtopics’ for your keyword and note them down BEFORE writing
2. Start with an entertaining introduction (explain what the post will cover)
3. Thoroughly research each subtopic to find the best answers for EVERY section
of your post.
4. Add in some FAQs at the end
5. Sum it up for the skim readers. Tell them what they should NOW know from
reading the post.

1. FINDING SUBTOPICS FOR YOUR ARTICLE

Once you research your topic and have the keyword that you're going to target. It's time to
do a google search to find potential ‘sub-topics’ that need to be covered. This will be what
you'll use as ‘subheadings’ in the article.
NOTE: Even if you THINK you know what the reader wants to know, you truly NEVER know.
The only way to know is to go and research and see.
To do this, punch your keyword into Google and check for a few things;
-

Use Googles ‘People also asked’ tab to find subtopics

Example (for ‘how to wash a weighted blanket’)
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But it doesn't end there, as you can also scroll to the bottom of the page and reveal;

This reveals more information on what ANGLE you need to come from in your writing.
After you do this, the next step to finding subheadings is to use your competitor’s articles to
“SEE WHAT'S ALREADY WORKING”.

The things you are looking for here is:
-

How do they START the post
What's in the MIDDLE (subtopics and layout)
How does it FINISH

You want to essentially follow the same format, and break down the TOPIC in the same
structure.
It's about understanding how the content will best be consumed by a reader and best
understood by search engines at the same time.
You can then find the rest of your subheadings in your top 5 ranking competitors articles.
Just go through them and make notes of the sub-topics you need to cover, and maybe
missing.
Then put together enough subheadings to make up enough 300-word sub-topics that meet
your required word count.
An easy way to do this would be to do this equation;
TOTAL WORD COUNT / 300 = (Amount of SUBHEADINGS you need!)
Once you've done that, it's time to get writing.
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REMEMBER: To find the word count, you use the Keysearch (Keyword tool) > content
assistant tab > Average 1st-page word count

Example

The example shows you need 2500 words for this topic

2. WRITING AN INTRODUCTION

Your intro should cover a few things that would cause a reader to want to read on. A few of
those should include;
1. Confirm they are in the ‘right place’
2. Tell them what will they learn after reading this post
3. Make it warm, fun and friendly (unless you’re in a super professional niche)

If your intro does those 3 things, you're usually on the right track!

3. WRITING THE BODY OF THE CONTENT

The most important part of the ‘body’ section is making sure that you STRUCTURE things in
the right way.
This means, if you're doing a ‘how to’ type article, it should be in a ‘step by step’ format.
However, a ‘best buy review’ would instead start off with a comparison chart. Make sure to
USE REFERENCES to any 3rd parties you refer to in the text.
Understanding this is VITAL to the success of a blog post.
Instead of me explaining how to do this here. I thought a few templates may better help you
to understand what you need to do

Single product Review post (template): Link
Best buy Comparison: Link
>> Click here to watch my full video on this) <<
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4. ADD SOME FAQS INTO THE POST AT THE END (before conclusion)
Frequently asked questions are a great way to get in a few “similar keywords” that may or
not quite fit in with your article.
To find them, you can use the methods above. Any additional topics or questions you
genuinely think would make sense would be what you would use in this section.
QUICK TIP: For informational content, I'd recommend just taking a look at your
competitors to see what structure they have followed. Use their subheadings as a kind
of guideline to let you know what you should do.

CONTENT MIXES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF SITES
I'll keep this super simple and easy for you to remember. ‘Content mix’ is a name I give to
the “ratio” of commercial content against informational content.
So here it is;

REVIEW STYLE WEBSITE
❏ 80% Commercial content
❏ 20% Informational content

BLOG STYLE WEBSITE
❏ 80% Commercial content
❏ 20% Informational content
I have also seen a 50% informational vs 50% Commercial split work (but i don't use that ratio
personally). I recommend you test and see what works best.
Test = Check ‘average ranking position’ against your content mix (keep note of best ratio)

Commercial content Keyword Examples
Best, Review, product Vs product

Informational content Keyword Examples
How to, why, what, where (or anything that is based on the searcher trying to obtain
information).
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ON-PAGE SEO
After you've written a lovely piece of content, it's time to do the technical stuff that gets you to
show up on Google.
To make this easy, I'll put into steps that you can follow;

❏ Optimise your ‘keyword density’: Go and check the top 5 ranking articles for how
many times they use the target keyword you are trying to rank for. Try to figure out
an average (per 1000 words) to work out how many times you should use it in your
article

NOTE: I personally use a TOOL called ‘Surfer SEO’ that you can read about here.
❏ Link out to any resources that you have mentioned in the article. A good amount is
2- 3 times per 1500 words. But if it makes sense to use more, then do so.
(This is a Google ranking factor used to determine the relevancy of your content)

❏ Make sure that ALL major subtopics are in H2 format. Anything under this will be
a H3, and anything under the H3 will be a H4.
❏ Add RELEVANT images into the post that help depict what the following section will
cover. (some readers will skim for images to navigate the post, make sure they know
what each section is about)
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NOTE: Add ALT text describing the image generally, “without using your keyword”. (this is
used to rank you in google images and for impaired readers that will need an auto voice to
explain imagery)

❏ Use 2 - 3 Internal links per post. Link out to other relevant articles on your website
from each article you create.
❏ Ensure that your site speed loading time is less than 2s (ON A PER PAGE
BASIS). Use Pingdom.com to check this.
❏ Fill out your meta Title and Meta descriptions with the appropriate wording. The
goal here is to “get the click”. Include keywords in title and description. Best plugins
for this are All in 1 SEO or Yoast SEO.
NOTE: Meta Title should be 65 characters max. And keep meta descriptions between 15 160 characters.

QUICK NUGGET
On-page SEO is mainly to help you give the search engines as much indication and
information as possible. In return, Google will give you the best chance of showing up or
competing with the top dogs.
If you want to really get technical with SEO. Then you can use a few of these metrics below
to help you really ramp things up.

THIS IS FOR NERDS ONLY!
These are ratios that I'm currently using for my on-page SEO.

Internal Anchor Text (for Internal links)
-

80% Exact Match Keywords
20% Miscellaneous

NOTE: Of course, you can determine the target, miscellaneous and branded to be whatever
you want. My classification of these may be different to yours. Just make sure to STICK to
whatever definitions you give them to manage your anchor ratios effectively.
Next we move into my favourite “backlinks”...
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If you are a complete BEGINNER and know nothing about SEO, then SKIP THIS
SECTION... You can still rank without this section, but it may take longer.

BACKLINKS: WHAT ARE THEY & HOW DO YOU
USE THEM?
Firstly, give yourself a pat on the back for reading this far ahead. It means a lot to me! And
I'm not just saying that.
OK! So what the heck are backlinks? And what benefit do they have to you?
Backlinks are simply links that come into your site from a 3rd party website that signals a
“vote like” indication to Google.
This means that this website is essentially telling the search engine that your piece of
content is good.
Problem is, it's not that simple! Whilst that's the basics of it, there's a little more to it than
that! Let me explain…
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UNDERSTANDING BACKLINKS
Backlinks are a way that the Google index connects varying pieces of content on the internet
that can later be crawled. This is why, when you make a search on Google, you are able to
get a result, or a bunch of results, that all make sense, or are relevant to what you typed in.
Imagine Google's index like a library, but instead of books, it has a ton of web pages. Whilst
you would usually expect to find a librarian to search through rows of books to pluck the one
you're looking for, on the internet a search engine will use backlinks.
There are many factors alone that are taken into consideration for a backlink to affect
another page's performance.
But, for the sake of this book, there are 2 that will be most useful to you;

1. Relevance
2. Power

RELEVANCE
Relevance is used to determine if a web page is credible enough to talk about a particular
topic.
It’s the reason that you would never type “what's the weather” and see a bunch of recipes
for food show up.
Cause that wouldn't make sense right? Well, the same goes for when you receive a link from
an external source or website.
It needs to be RELEVANT to your page and make sense to search engines in order for you
to see a positive result.
The second part of this equation is POWER! So that's what we'll get into next...
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POWER
Power is determined by the number of links going to a particular website or inner page within
a website.
So, if you get a ‘backlink’ from a site that has a bunch of other links going to it, then you can
expect more power than getting a link that has 0 links going to it.
A few other things that increase power are;
-

Rankings of a page or website
Traffic going to page
Trust flow (how closely linked the page is to an authoritative source e.g Wikipedia)

This means that in order to get a ‘powerful backlink’ you must gain a link from a page that
has a lot of “authority”.
The way this is measured on the internet is by a metric called

1. DOMAIN AUTHORITY (DA) or (DR)
2. PAGE AUTHORITY (PA) or (PR)

The only difference between DA and DR is that one stands for domain RANK and the other
AUTHORITY. But is one more accurate than the other? Not really.
It's really just another spanner in the works with SEO. as you'll find that different companies
and different tools use different names to measure the same metrics.
Next, I'll take you through exactly what these different acronyms stand for. So you
can recognise them around the internet wherever you bump into these
weird-looking terms.
Are you enjoying the book so far? Why not let me know in a message here I would love your
feedback.
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WHAT DOES THE ‘P’ AND ‘D’ STAND FOR?
The ‘P’ in this circumstance simply stands for ‘page’. You can measure a website on a ‘per
page’ basis.
Or you can measure the site from a “birds-eye view” using the entire ‘domain’.
Why would you need to do that?
Well, if you were trying to outrank a competitor and you saw that they had a super low PA
(page authority), but then an incredibly high DA (domain authority).
Then this might steer you in a different direction, as you may have initially thought it was a
super easy page to outrank.
On the flip side, if you were getting a link from another website and you thought the page
was weak.
You may see that the domain overall is good and has power which may be a good shout to
get a link from (if it's relevant of course).
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IS IT JUST ABOUT THE NUMBER OF BACKLINKS?
Well YES and NO. Whilst it's great to have a ton of backlinks, they also need to be of good
quality. And, like with anything, you'll find that the more you get them at scale, the lesser the
quality you can expect.
The trick is to get a good amount of high-quality links that will not look suspicious to search
engines. The way we measure this in SEO is with something called ‘link velocity’.

WHAT IS LINK VELOCITY?
Link velocity is a metric that is used to measure the average amount of links a web page or
website gains over the course of a 1 month period.
How does this help you?
By knowing the links velocity for a topic or keyword, you then have proven data to go off
when building links to your page that are going to be SAFE and NORMAL in the eyes of
Google.
Now that you know all about backlinks and how they can help you! It's time to dive into some
actionable steps on how to go about building them.

HOW TO BUILD BACKLINKS
Right off the bat, I am going to tell you that there are many many methods of building
backlinks. So instead of trying to teach you different methods to “acquire” the links.
I'm going to give you the steps of what links to build and then the resources to check out
each method.
Don't worry! You know me and how I do things. Of course, I’ll still brief you on each method
too! Let's start with the METHOD I'm currently using...
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MY METHOD FOR BUILDING BACKLINKS
In order to effectively build links, you must follow a ratio;
TRAFFIC > SOCIAL SIGNALS > BACKLINKS
This means that you always need more traffic than you have social signals. And more social
signals than you have backlinks.
NOTE: SEO is the process of emulating a real business going viral and growing on the
internet. Our efforts as the SEO should be in replicating this normality.

SOCIAL SIGNALS
Social signals are simply links that go to a particular page from ‘social media’ accounts.
This then signals to search engines that your website is being shared on social media.
The KEY difference here to a normal social media profile that you can build yourself, is that
social signals are links from OTHER people's social profiles and not your own.
NOTE: A link from your own social media profiles is NOT a social signal.
The process of doing this emulates VIRALITY, as 1 order of social signals has an average
amount of 200 shares.

IMPORTANT NOTE
You would never get a bunch of websites linking to a NEW website (your site) without first
seeing it on social media. They don't know who you are from Adam, and they would never
trust you enough.
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Social signals, however, will JUSTIFY a website knowing about you. Because, if you've
already gone VIRAL on social media, then chances are that you're going to get a bunch of
people linking to you if they liked what you shared.

WEEK BY WEEK PLAN - [BACKLINK ACTION PLAN]
Weeks 1 - 2
❏ Setup Social accounts (Fb page, Twitter, Youtube, Pinterest) - Just do 1 post on
each. You don't need to be active on them all. There are tools for that. More on that
later.
❏ Post another 5 pieces of content

Weeks 2 - 4
❏ Start dripping social signals into main articles you are trying to rank on the site
(commercial pages)
❏ Post another 5 pieces of content

Weeks 4 - 6
❏ Start building Guest post links to Articles you sent the social signals too [x4
max]. (commercial content) - Use Branded/ Random Anchor text
❏ Post another 5 pieces of content

Weeks 6 - 8
❏ See if rankings improved (if so, then do another social signal blast, then keep doing
more guest posts to commercial articles)
❏ Post another 5 Pieces of content

NOTE
You may NOT even see any rankings at all here. This is because of Google's Sandbox
period. If you don't see anything, do NOT worry. It can take up to 4 months to even show
up in rank checkers for a new website.
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Weeks 8 - 10  - (25% Exact match anchor text here)
❏ Start building link insertions [x10 max] (outreach for broken links, or pay for a site
to place your link into existing aged articles)
❏ (optional) If you're a Black hat kind of SEO, then you can use PBNs to rank keywords
that are hard here. Only for keywords that are on the first 3 pages of Google. Then
peel them back off after 12 months.
❏ Post 5 more pieces of content

Weeks 10 - 12
❏ See if rankings improve (take note on what's working and what isn't, then do more
of what works)
❏ Post another 5 pieces of content

Weeks 12 - 14 - (Use branded Anchor text here)
Only do Move onto this step if you notice that your pages are now ranking in Google
pages 1 - 3. This means you are in result page positions of 1 - 30 on Google.
❏ Start building Authority links (DA 40+ links) [x4 max] - link to homepage ONLY
❏ Post another 5 Pieces of content

Going forward
❏ Social Signal blasts every 6 Weeks (Always wait for 6 weeks minimum)
❏ Send 1 - 2 links per week to pages you are trying to rank (Use either link
insertions or guest posts, or both. You should know what moves the needle here if
you have been taking notes as instructed)
❏ Just repeat weeks 4 - 14 and keep testing. see what works and what doesn't,
then take notes.

RESOURCES
➢ Authority links - (https://authority.builders/)
➢ Guest posts - (Link - tell the guy Leon sent you) or (try SEO butler)
➢ Social Signals - (Red Social) or (SEO butler)
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LINK JUICE IN SEO
To make this stuff all work, you need to use something called link juice to your advantage.
What, what the heck is link juice? Glad you asked. Link juice is the term used to represent
power or trust being passed from one page to another.
Sort of similar to how water passes through pipes. The difference is, this will increase your
rankings and allow you to get multiplied results from the same amount of effort.
HOW?
Because, if you build a web from one page to another (interlinks), then the power from one
page will pass to the other. This has huge benefits if you are trying to use backlinks to build
up your site's authority and trust.
WHY?
Because by having an interlinked site. You instead “improve the authority” of the “entire
site” each time “opposed to just the 1 page you sent the link to”.

EXAMPLE
If Page A links to Page B, then link juice “flows” from page A to page B and that generally
helps page B rank higher on Google.
The more pages (and the higher-quality the pages are) that links to page B, the more link
juice page B has and the higher it will tend to rank on Go
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HOW DOES LINK JUICE FLOW?
Suppose you have sites A and B. If all other ranking factors are constant and site A has one
link while site B has no links, site A will rank higher in search results due to the link juice it
receives from the external site linking to it.
What happens if site B also gains one link? This depends on the amount of juice each link
passes.
“Look at the diagram ABOVE”.
Site A receives links from four sites while B receives links from two sites. All the linking sites
receive link juice from other sites too.
Since A receives links from more sites, there is more link juice being transferred to A and
consequently, A is likely to rank higher than B in search results. Note: These results assume
the sites linking to A and B have similar authority.

Next, we'll go through what type of link structure you can apply to your site to give
you the maximum benefit of any backlink that is sent to your site.
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HOW TO USE INTERNAL LINKS TO PASS LINK JUICE
To the right is an example image of how link juice passes,
power, trust, relevance and authority through pages on a
given website.
As you can see, the homepage has all the power in this
circumstance, and then the juice is distributed through the
pages down into the ‘inner pages’ of the website.
On a niche site, your home page is usually going to the page
that holds the most authority.
Why? Because most site owners that link to you will just link
directly to https://example.com instead of linking to h
 ttps://example.com/innnerpage.
That's why a good site architecture is super important to make the most use of links
received to the site.

Above, is an example of what we call a SILO STRUCTURE in SEO. This is just a term used
to describe a strategic site architecture in SEO.
As you can see, the home page is right at the top, and then right underneath is ‘main
topics’ or commonly known as ‘subcategories’.
This very nicely segmented structure will ensure that optimal relevance is passed to similar
pages only. That way, if you send a link to a post, the juice will apps all the way up to the
main topic and all other pages within that specific SILO (aka a group of pages).
That said, what does the opposite of this look like, let's dive into a BAD example of this.
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This is what a Flat SILO structure looks like. Just a bunch of posts that don't like another
post aside from the homepage.
That means, if you sent a link to any page on the site. It would never benefit another page on
the site, as the receiving page is ‘orphaned’.
That's all on SILOs as I'm sure you're already a little confused with all of this lol.
Here are a few rules to follow before wrapping this up…

SILO STRUCTURE RULES
-

Always use contextual (in-text) links to build a SILO. Menu bars, sidebars and
footers do NOT have the same kind of power for passing juice as interlinks inside
the body DO.

-

Whenever you link in a SILO, make it a feedback loop. This means, if you link from
the homepage to the main topic page, then link back from main topic page to
homepage.

-

Always keep relevant interlink structures. Never link directly from a post to
homepage directly. Instead, you would link from post to main topic. Then form the
main topic to homepage. All posts will link to main topic only, and not each other.
>> Watch this video on SILO structures to understand them more <<

THE END...
That's it. Simply rinse and repeat these methods, track your efforts in a Google sheet and
keep testing to see what works and what does not work.
But if you're an eager beaver and want to learn some more. Then I got your back. Next, we’ll
dive into some advanced stuff.
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CONVERSION RATE OPTIMISATION
What is this? Conversion rate optimization is essentially improving your conversion rate on
articles with your “existing traffic”. Getting more out of what you already have!
I'm not gonna bore you with any more information that I have already. So I’ll keep this part
short and sweet.
After you've posted a piece of content. Check back on it, 3 to 6 month down the road. If
it's getting traffic, but a bad conversion, then follow these tips.
❏ Test out using Dates, Numbers and buzz words to Meta Titles
❏ Split test Using featured images on articles, and test different images against one
another
❏
❏ Test Featured images against no featured image
❏ Split test using different colours on buttons, for hyperlinks, banners and themes.
❏ Test using less or more CTA buttons. Or using contextual links against buttons on
commercial content.
❏ Test different introduction styles. You may find that people are not spending a lot of
time on articles. Improve intros to improve the metrics.
Just try out a bunch of different stuff and research on different things you can run tests on.

How long should a test run for? A: I would usually run a test for at least 1 - 2 Months
>> You can use a TOOL to AUTOMATE this process called OPTIMIZELY here.
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SCALING YOUR BUSINESS
The aim of the game with SEO i s to reach one stage “eventually” with your site. That stage
is called “authority mode”.
When you're in this mode, it's time to simply BLAST content out like there's no tomorrow.
This means you should REINVEST all profits into ‘content’ and fuel that fire!

HOW TO SPOT YOUR IN “AUTHORITY MODE”
When you're in authority mode, you'll notice your content starts to “Insta rank”. This short
for “instantly rank”.
This means, when you post a new piece of content, you’ll immediately ‘show up in pages
1 to 3 on Google’.

HOW DOES THIS HAPPEN?
This can happen in 1 of two ways I've seen in the past.
If you have a small “review” type site, this usually happens after you follow a great
application of backlinks.
However, if you have a “blog style” website, then you will usually see this happen after
like 50 posts or so.
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ACTIONS TO TAKE
In order to scale your business in the right way, you're going to need “systems” in place. No
business can run at scale without a systematic structure. Even a little affiliate blog, lol!
In order to make sure you do the right thing when the time's right. Here are a few bullets on
steps you can follow.

STEPS TO FOLLOW IN AUTHORITY MODE
❏ Create an SOP (standard operating procedure) - Use (unlisted) Youtube videos to
break down your content strategy for any writer, editor or employee. >> Best Book
on this
❏ Hire a writer or writers (if you haven't already)
❏ Double the amount of content you’re pushing out. Triple if possible!
❏ Hire an editor (and figure out a system to pass writers' work onto the editor so
you can focus on other things).

Always be looking at where to apply the pressure in your business. If you notice a particular
thing is working, then DO more of that!
On the flip side, if you notice something it's causing a negative effect, then STOP doing it or
do less of it (if that's the only thing possible).
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SEO is about testing. And whilst I can give you all the tips in the world.
I don't know what or who you are going to do this. So, instead, look at this just like the
FRAMEWORK.
I give you the tools and utensils and KNOWLEDGE to TEST! You do the rest and go out
and EXPERIMENT.

GET YOUR
ACTION
PLAN ON
THE NEXT
PAGE
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ACTION PLAN
Print this off (or save this to desktop) and use it as a guide to follow when getting
started
❏ Choose a Niche (Wikipedia hobbies - blog-style) or (Amazon Directory - review
sites) or (use my list of profitable niches here)
❏ Pick a name (use this site to help: https://www.namemesh.com/)
❏ Buy the name on Namecheap.com
❏ Setup hosting (Siteground)
❏ Install WordPress to hosting account - (video link) - can take 24 hours to activate
❏ Purchase a theme (install it to WordPress website)
❏ Install plugins (Max 20) start with under 15 ideally
❏ Setup Website Menu (categories) - look at a website you really like and copy theirs to
start
❏ Setup author bio
❏ Contact page
❏ Setup legal pages (TOS, privacy policy, affiliate disclosure) - order on Fiverr
❏ Setup google search console (Video link) takes 24 hours sometimes to activate, so
don't worry if it seems like it didn't work
❏ Install XML sitemap to google search console (video link)
❏ Setup google analytics (video link)
❏ Set up social media accounts
KEEP RINSE AND REPEATING THE FOLLOWING:
❏ Keyword research (start with 10 - 30) (must have 4 words or more) Always USE
GOOGLE as a final place to check the potential level competition
❏ Begin writing Articles [Try x30] - Follow page 104
❏ (Optional) start social signals - Follow page 104
❏ Start building backlinks (guest post, link insertions etc) - Follow page 104
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FAQ’s (Frequently asked questions)
Q: What if I have a bunch of traffic but no buyers ?
A: This usually means that you need to check your on-page (view to click) ratio. If
you find that no one is clicking the links, then you need to figure out why. Try testing
various methods to see what improves this metric.

Q: What if I'm getting clicks on my links but not many sales?
A: More times than not, this is down to a BAD landing page of the vendor. Make sure
that the page you are sending someone to after they click your link is a good, well
put together, trustworthy page.

Q: What if I have a huge ROI but not enough traffic?
A: You need more traffic here, so target ‘low hanging fruit’ (easy keywords) with
traffic. In most cases, a bunch of informational content would be a good shout.

Q: How many articles should I create?
A: This will depend on the type of method you're using. For a review site, you could
do as little as 20, but for the blog style, I recommend you start with 30 with a goal of
100 in the first 12 months.

Q: What are DO follow or NO follow links?
A: DO follow links are links that searched engines can crawl (read data on). No
follow is when search engines do not crawl the link. You would usually assign a ‘no
follow’ attribute to an affiliate link. As you still want to appear like a genuine blog to
search engines.

Need more help? Book a Coaching Call With Me: https://leonangus.com/call/
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RESOURCES PAGE
TOOLS
❖ Keyword Research Tool: https://www.keysearch.co/research
❖ On-page SEO Tool: https://surferseo.com/
❖ Broken Link Checker (FREE): https://www.brokenlinkcheck.com/
❖ Email Marketing Tool (Get Response): http://bit.ly/GetResponseSpecial1
AFFILIATE PROGRAMS
❖ Amazon Affiliate: (UK Link) / (US Link)
❖ Clickbank: https://www.clickbank.com/
❖ CJ : https://www.cj.com/
❖ Share A sale: http://shareasale.com/
❖ Maxbounty: https://www.maxbounty.com/
❖ JVZoo: https://www.jvzoo.com/
❖ Offervault (marketplace for all affiliate networks): https://www.offervault.com/
RECOMMENDED THEMES
- Acabado: https://leonangus.com/Acabado
- Generate Press: https://generatepress.com/
- Schema: https://mythemeshop.com/themes/schema/
- Genesis Framework:https://my.studiopress.com/themes/genesis/

BEST NICHE SITE COURSES
Savage Affiliates (best for beginners): http://bit.ly/SavageAffiliatesCourse
Project 24 (Income School): https://leonangus.com/Project24
NEED HELP?
Book a Coaching Call With Me: https://leonangus.com/call/
Email: Support@Leonangus.com
SUBSCRIBE
Follow me on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/leonangus1
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THANK YOU!
This is just a quick message from me to say THANK YOU! It wasn't easy putting this
together, but it will well be worth the hard work if it gets you results.
I appreciate you taking the time to read this, for believing in my teachings, and for
buying the damn thing in the first place.
It truly means a lot!
Just wanted to give you a personal message to say THANKS!

🥂

All the best…. 

To you and your success.

Best of luck!
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